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Abstract
The origin of fermion mass hierarchies and mixings is one of the unresolved and
most difficult problems in high-energy physics. One possibility to address the
flavour problems is by extending the standard model to include a family sym-
metry. In the recent years it has become very popular to use non-Abelian discrete
flavour symmetries because of their power in the prediction of the large leptonic
mixing angles relevant for neutrino oscillation experiments. Here we give an
introduction to the flavour problem and to discrete groups that have been used to
attempt a solution for it. We review the current status of models in light of the
recent measurement of the reactor angle, and we consider different model-
building directions taken. The use of the flavons or multi-Higgs scalars in model
building is discussed as well as the direct versus indirect approaches. We also
focus on the possibility of experimentally distinguishing flavour symmetry
models by means of mixing sum rules and mass sum rules. In fact, we illustrate
in this review the complete path from mathematics, via model building, to
experiments, so that any reader interested in starting work in the field could use
this text as a starting point in order to obtain a broad overview of the different
subject areas.
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1. Introduction
In the standard model (SM) we have three families of fermions. In each family we have two
kinds of quarks, the up-quark with electric charge =Q 2/3 and the down-quark with = −Q 1/3,
as well as two kinds of leptons, the charged leptons with Q = −1 and the neutrino with Q = 0.
We have three copies of such families: all the quantum numbers5 of each particle in the first
family are identical to the quantum numbers of the corresponding particles in the second and
third families. But particles with equal quantum numbers that belong to different families have
different masses [1]; for instance, the up-type quarks u c t, , have equal quantum numbers but
their masses are, respectively, about 0.0023, 1.28, 173 GeV. Instead, the down-quarks and
charged leptons have similar masses: about 0.00055, 0.11, 1.8 GeV for the charged leptons and
0.0048, 0.95, 4.2 GeV for the down-type quarks. For many years neutrinos have been
considered to be massless, but quite recently the experimental discovery of neutrino oscillations
has confirmed that neutrinos are in fact massive, with a mass of the order of −10 GeV10 .
One of the first problems that emerges from this picture is why we have exactly three
copies of fermions and not another number. What is the origin of such a replication? The second
question is why fermion masses are so hierarchical and are not of the same order. A third
question is why neutrinos have masses so small compared to the charged fermions, which
suggests an investigation of the origin of neutrino masses. These questions are all part of the so-
called flavour problem which will be the topic of this review.
In order to study the flavour problem, we first have to understand the origin of fermion
masses in the SM. In the electrically charged sector, this is straightforward, as the masses arise
from the Yukawa interactions,
= + ˜ + +ℓY Q Hu Y Q Hd Y L Hl H c. ., (1)Y u L R d L R L Rij i j ij i j ij i j
where σ˜ = *H H2 , = ( )Q u d,L L L
T
i i i
, ν= ( )L e ,L L L
T
i i i
, and where L(R) means left-handed (right-
handed) chirality. The Yukawa couplings ℓYu d, , are arbitrary (but ideally perturbative) complex
×3 3 matrices leading to a large number of free parameters, but not all of them are physical
(some parameters can be reabsorbed). In particular in the quark sector it is possible to show that
we can go in the basis where the up- and down-type quark mass matrices, =M Y vu d u d H, , ,6 are
diagonal. In this basis the charged current interactions are not diagonal,
γ +μ μV u d W H c. ., (2)ij L Li j
where V is a ×3 3 unitary matrix called the CKM (from Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa)
matrix. This matrix represents the mismatch between the flavour and mass bases and it is
parametrised by three mixing angles and one complex phase. The corresponding observables
are well measured and give an almost diagonal CKM matrix with one angle of the order of
λ θ≡ ≈sin 0.2C C (Cabibbo angle), two small angles (of the orders of λC2 and λC3, respectively),
and a large CP violating phase δ ≈ °69 . Thus a fourth question naturally emerges: why are
quarks of different flavours mixed?
As for quarks, the lepton charged currents are not diagonal in the basis where charged
lepton and neutrino mass matrices are diagonal. In principle, we could repeat here the same
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5 In the SM the quantum numbers are the hypercharge Y, the weak isospin T3, and the colour charge.
6 Where =v 174H GeV is the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the Higgs doublet.
argument given above for quarks. However, the origin of neutrino mass it is not clear, in
contrast to the charged lepton masses, since we have theoretical uncertainties: in fact, being
electrically neutral fermions, left- and right-handed neutrinos could have a Dirac or a Majorana
mass term7
ν ν ν σ ν+ +† H c H c. . (Dirac), . . (Majorana). (3)L R LT L2
These two mass terms are phenomenologically very different, because in the Dirac case lepton
number is conserved while in the Majorana case it is broken by 2 units. Moreover we observe
that, in order to write a mass term for Dirac neutrinos, we must extend the SM to include at least
2 right-handed neutrinos νRi ( ⩾i 2). If only two right-handed neutrino are assumed, the lightest
neutrino mass is zero [5, 6]. For simplicity we will assume that right-handed neutrinos come
sequentially in three generations, mimicking the electrically charged sector.8 In that case we can
indeed repeat the same argument given for quarks: the resulting charged lepton current is not
diagonal in the basis where the charged leptons and neutrino mass matrices are diagonal, but it
must be multiplied by a unitary mixing matrix, the so-called lepton mixing matrix. The lepton
mixing matrix is parametrised in the Dirac case by three mixing angles and one CP phase, just
like the CKM in the quark sector.
Within the SM, it is also possible to write a Majorana mass term (without the introduction
of any new field) using a non-renormalisable operator of dimension five (introduced by
Weinberg) [7],
λ
Λ
˜ ˜ +LH LH H c. ., (4)ij i j
where Λ is an effective energy scale. This operator hides new physics at the scale Λ that must be
close to the grand unified scale if ( )1 parameters are desired for λ. The Weinberg operator can
arise from different seesaw mechanisms (type I [8–11], II [5, 12–15] or III [16] 9) at high scales
or from low-energy seesaw-type mechanisms (inverse [18], linear [19–21], or scotogenic [22]).
If neutrinos are Majorana particles, the lepton mixing matrix is parametrized by three mixing
angles like in the Dirac case described above, but the phases are three instead of one: one called
Dirac phase and the other two Majorana phases.
Experimentally we do not know whether neutrinos are Dirac or Majorana particles, and
this ambiguity leads to another important question related to the flavour problem. The
observation of processes with lepton number violation by 2 units, like neutrinoless double beta
decay [23–25], would prove that neutrino are Majorana particles [26, 27]. These three phases
have not been measured so far, and we do not know if CP is at all violated in the lepton sector
as for quarks, posing a further question around the flavour problem. What we know to a good
precision in the neutrino sector are the mixing parameters. Two angles are large; in particular
one (the atmospheric angle) is compatible with the maximal value, θ =sin 1/ 223 , and the
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7 To be more specific, it is also possible to have intermediate cases like pseudo-Dirac [2], quasi-Dirac [3],
schizophrenic [4], and so on, but in this review we will consider only the Dirac and Majorana cases.
8 This assumption is quite reasonable having in mind ( )SO 10 grand unified frameworks, where all SM fermions
and the right-handed neutrino belong to a 16 multiplet.
9 The terminology I, II, and III has been introduced in [17].
other (the solar angle) is almost trimaximal, θ =sin 1/ 312 . The reactor angle is smaller (of the
order of θ λ∼sin C13 ).
We observe that the mixing parameters in the lepton mixing matrix are very different from
the corresponding one in the CKM, which leads us to one more question connected to the
flavour problem: Why are the quark and lepton mixings so different?
Neutrino oscillation probabilities are not only functions of the mixing parameters but also
of the neutrino masses, but from such experiments it is only possible to obtain the following
square mass differences Δ = −m m matm2 32 12 and Δ = −m m msol2 22 12 and we know that
Δ Δ≫m matm2 sol2 . The absolute scale of the neutrino mass is unknown as well as the sign of Δmatm2
and therefore we do not know whether < <m m m12 22 32 or < <m m m32 12 22. These two
possibilities are referred to, respectively, as normal and inverted neutrino mass ordering (NO
and IO), and its determination is one important experimental task and is part of the flavour
problem as well.
In short the theoretical questions of the flavour problem are summarised as follows:
• Why are there three families of quarks and leptons?
• Why are all charged fermion masses so hierarchical with down-type quark masses being of
the same order as charged lepton masses, and up-type quark masses are much more
hierarchical?
• Why are at least two neutrino masses not very hierarchical?
• What is the origin of the neutrino mass?
• Why are neutrino masses so tiny compared to charged fermion masses?
• What is the origin of fermion mixing (CKM and lepton mixing matrix)?
• Why are CKM mixing angles smaller then lepton mixing matrix mixing angles apart from
the Cabibbo angle, which is of the same order as the reactor angle?
Note that many of these questions are related to neutrinos. In the neutrino sector the current
open experimental questions can be summarised as follows.
• Is the atmospheric neutrino angle in the first or second octant?
• Do neutrino mass eigenvalues have a normal or inverted ordering?
• What is the value of the lightest neutrino mass?
• Are neutrinos Dirac or Majorana?
• Is CP violated in the leptonic sector?
• What are the values of the CP violating phase(s)?
In order to study the flavour problem, one possibility is to introduce a new symmetry G
acting on the three families, also called family symmetry. The family symmetry is not a gauge
symmetry or vertical symmetry with respect to the convention of table 1, and for this reason
such a symmetry is also called horizontal. The SM is extended as
× × ×( ) ( ) ( )SU SU U G3 2 1
C L Y
. To give a simple example of a flavour symmetry, we can
consider the group = ( )G SU 3 mimicking the colour in the quark sector. We know that the
quarks come in three colours that belong to a triplet irreducible representation of ( )SU 3
C
. In a
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similar way, we can assume that the three flavours could come in a triplet irreducible
representation of ( )SU 3 , thereby providing a clue on the origin of the three families.
In recent years, the use of non-Abelian discrete subgroups of ( )SU 3 as flavour symmetries
has become more and more popular (see section 2 for a mathematical introduction and [28–30]
for a discussion on how symmetry breaking from ( )SU 3 to one of those subgroups could
occur). The origin of this popularity partially arose from the fact that before 2012, the neutrino
data was in very good agreement with the so-called tri-bi-maximal neutrino mixing ansatz
(TBM), proposed in 2002 by Harrison, Perkins, and Scott [31]:
= −
−
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟⎟U
2/ 6 1/ 3 0
1/ 6 1/ 3 1/ 2
1/ 6 1/ 3 1/ 2
, (5)TBM
where the third column corresponds to maximal mixing of the νμ and ντ states (bimaximal),
while the second column encodes the equal mixing of the states νe , νμ , and ντ (trimaximal).
We observe that the TBM ansatz yields a zero reactor angle. In figure 1, we confront the TBM
ansatz with the newest global fit.
After the proposal of TBM, there was a strong reaction in the model-building community
in order to explain its origin. Indeed, the entries of the matrix in equation (5) look like the
Clebsch–Gordan coefficients of some symmetry. Thus, a lot of effort has been dedicated to its
identification. The first model where TBM was successfully obtained with an ad hoc relation
between some parameters of the model was in 2004 [35] by means of the A4 group. A solution
was proposed in 2005 [36–39]. Such a group was previously proposed in [40, 41] but the solar
angle was not predicted in these models. Then other groups were considered during the last ten
years, for instance × ⋊( )U Z S1 3 23 3 [42], ⋊Z S23 3 [43], S4 [44, 45], ′T [46, 47], Δ( )27 [48],
Δ( )54 [49].
In 2012 with the measure of the reactor angle with great precision from T2K [50], Daya
Bay [51], MINOS [52], and RENO [53] experiments, TBM was ruled out. The observed value
is
θ = −
+
−
+ −
+
−
+
−
+
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
sin 2
0.140
0.170
T2K , 0.090 DayBay ,
0.095 MINOS , 0.100 RENO , (6)
2
13
0.032
0.038
0.037
0.045 0.009
0.008
0.036
0.035
0.025
0.025
where in the case of T2K the upper and lower values are for NO and IO, respectively.
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Table 1. SM fermions.
Families 1st 2nd 3rd
Quarks u c t
d s b
Leptons e μ τ
νe νμ ντ
After the measurement of the reactor angle, the model-building community took different
ways to explain such a large angle, which we can generically classify as:
• deviations from TBM
• different ansatz
• fit of the lepton mixing matrix
• anarchy
Deviations from the TBM can arise from the neutrino sector (see, e.g. [54]) or the charged
lepton sector (see, e.g. [55, 56]). Many different lepton mixing patterns have been proposed in
order to obtain the reactor angle; some of them are listed below. We observe that most of the
new approaches that have been used are specific cases of the general parametrisation of the
lepton mixing matrix in terms of deviations from TBM [57],
θ θ θ= + = + =( ) ( )s a rsin 1
3
1 , sin
1
2
1 , sin
2
, (7)12 23 12
where s a, , and r are free parameters. Using this parametrisation, the lepton mixing matrix gets
the structure
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Figure 1. In each plot the three bands refer to three different global neutrino data
analysis, namely [32], [33], and [34], each for normal (top) and inverted (bottom) mass
ordering. The vertical indicated give the TBM values.
=− +
− + − + − − − +
+ + − − − + + −
δ
δ δ
δ δ
−⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
U
s s re
s a re s a re a
s a re s a re a
P
2
3
1
1
2
1
3
1
1
2
1
6
1
1
3
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
6
1
1
3
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
, (8)
i
i i
i i
where δ is the Dirac phase and P is the diagonal matrix containing the two Majorana phases. It
is clear that in the limit = = =a s r 0 we obtain the TBM.
Trimaximal (TM). This is a specific limit of the matrix given in equation (8) where the
solar deviation s is set to be zero s = 0 and we have [58]
= − − + − − +
+ − − + + −
δ
δ δ
δ δ
−
− −
− −
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
( )
( )
( )
( )
U
r
e
a re a re a
a re a re
r
a
P
2
6
1
3 2
1
6
1
1
3
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
6
1
1
3
1
1
2 2
1
, (9)
i
i i
i i
TM
where clearly the solar angle is θ =sin 1/ 312 . From equation (9), we can obtain two
interesting limits. The first one is for
δ=a r cos , TM . (10)1
In this case it easy to check that the first column of the matrix in equation (9) corresponds to the
first column of the TBM in equation (5) and is called TM1.
The second case is when
δ= −a r1
2
cos , TM , (11)2
where the second column of the matrix in equation (9) is equal to the second column of the
TBM in equation (5) and is called TM2.
Bimaximal (BM). This lepton mixing matrix has been proposed in [59],
=
−
−
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
U P
1
2
1
2
0
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
. (12)BM
In this case a large deviation of the order of the Cabibbo angle is necessary to correct both the
solar and the reactor angles as shown in [60].
Tri-bimaximal Cabibbo (TBC). Recent data are in very good agreement with the ansatz
[61]
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θ θ θ λ= = =sin 1
3
, sin
1
2
, sin
2
, (13)C12 23 13
because after the last T2K we had strong hints in favour of a maximal atmospheric angle.
Therefore such a matrix could be a good starting point for model builders. Examples of models
with such an ansatz are [62, 63].
Bi-large (BL). In this case the reactor angle is taken to be the seed for the solar and the
atmospheric angles [64]
θ λ θ λ θ λ= = ′ = ′a ssin , sin , sin , (14)13 23 12
where ′a and ′s . This pattern was proposed before the last T2K result, and its interest is that
without considering this result, the global fits give indications for ′ ≃ ′s a . In particular in the BL
case it is assumed that ′ = ′ ≃s a 3 and λ λ≃ C:
θ θ θ= ≈ ≈sin sin 0.63, sin 0.21, (15)23 12 13
as approximate starting point. It is interesting to notice that in this case the three mixing angles
have almost a similar value revitalising the anarchy idea. This ansatz has been implemented in
[65].
Bi-trimaximal (BT). In this case the mixing is due to the distinctive St Georgeʼs cross
feature of the middle row and column being of the tri-maximal form [66],
= −
−
+ −
− +
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
U
a a
a a
P
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
1
3
, (16)BT
where = ±± ( )a 1 1/ 3 /2, and leads to
θ θ θ= = − ≈ = ≈−asin sin
8 2 2
13
0.591, sin 0.211. (17)12 23 13
Another possibility is to directly fit the lepton mixing observable without introducing any
particular ansatz but using some non-Abelian discrete flavour symmetry to predict the mixing
angles, for instance in [67].
Golden ratio (GR). For golden ratio (GR) mixing [68–70] the solar angle is given by
θ ϕ=tan 1/12 , where ϕ = +( )1 5 /2 is the golden ratio, which implies θ = °31.712 . There is
an alternative version where θ ϕ=cos /212 and θ = °3612 [71, 72], which we refer to as ′GR
mixing.
If experiments give us an indication for a non-maximal atmospheric angle, then the three
mixing angles could be considered in first approximation about of similar order and may be
difficult to see any underlying mixing pattern. In this case the neutrino mass matrix can be
anarchical [73]. This possibility has been recently revived in a series of works, e.g., [74, 75].
We should mention that there are already several excellent and up-to-date reviews in the
literature [76–78]. This review attempts to span a very broad range of topics from the abstract
group theory of finite groups, through model building applications, to the experimental tests of
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such theories, providing all the links in the chain between mathematics and experiments that
characterise this branch of neutrino physics. We also go beyond the three neutrino paradigm
into the realms of sterile neutrinos and dark matter. In addition, several of the topics and models
are reviewed here for the first time.
This review is organised into three main sections, which may be roughly described as
mathematics, model building, and experiment. In section 2 we give an introduction to the
discrete non-Abelian groups that will be used. In section 3 we will show some examples of the
use of such groups as flavour symmetries. In section 4 we discuss the possibilities to
experimentally distinguish different models. In section 5 we give a short outlook before
concluding in section 6.
2. Mathematics: introduction to finite groups
2.1. Basics of finite groups
Non-Abelian discrete symmetries are not familiar to all particle physicists, unlike non-Abelian
continuous symmetries. Therefore, at first, we introduce some group-theoretical aspects for
many concrete groups explicitly, such as representations and their tensor products.
Let us begin with introducing the basic aspects of finite groups, which are presented in
[77, 79–88]. A group, G, is a set, where a multiplication is defined such that the following four
conditions are satisfied:
1. Closure. If a and b are elements of the group G, c = ab is also its element.
2. Associativity. =( ) ( )ab c a bc for ∈a b c G, , .
3. Identity. The group G includes an identity element e, which satisfies = =ae ea a for any
element ∈a G.
4. Inverse. The group G includes an inverse element −a 1 for any element ∈a G such that
= =− −aa a a e1 1 .
The order NG of a group G is defined as the number of elements in G. Trivially, the order is
finite for a finite group. For example, the order of the ZN group is N, while the order of the SN
group is !N .
The group G is Abelian if all of their elements are commutable each other, i.e., ab = ba for
any elements a and b in G. If any two elements do not satisfy the commutativity, the group is
called non-Abelian.
If a subset H of the group G is a group by itself, H is called the subgroup of G. The order of
the subgroup H must be a divisor of the order of G. That is Lagrangeʼs theorem. If a subgroup N
of G satisfies =−g Ng N1 for any element ∈g G, the subgroup N is called a normal subgroup or
an invariant subgroup. Any subgroup H and normal subgroup N of G satisfy HN = NH, where
HN denotes
∈ ∈{ }h n h H n N, , (18)i j i j
and NH denotes a similar meaning.
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If =a eh for an element ∈a G, the number h is called the order of a. The elements
⋯ − }{e a a a, , , , h2 1 always form a subgroup of G, which is the Abelian group Zh with the order
h.
The elements −g ag1 for ∈g G are called conjugate to the element a. The set of all elements
conjugate to an element a of G, ∈−{ }g ag g G,1 , is called a conjugacy class. All elements in a
conjugacy class have the same order, since
= · · · = = =− − − − − −( ) ( ) ( )gag ga g g a g g ag ga g geg e. (19)h h1 1 1 1 1 1
The conjugacy class including the identity e consists of the single element e.
We now consider two groups, G and ′G , and a map f of G on ′G . This map is homomorphic
if and only if the map preserves the multiplication structure, that is,
=( ) ( ) ( )f a f b f ab , (20)
for any ∈a b G, . Furthermore, the map is called isomorphic if it furnishes a one-to-one
correspondence.
A representation of G is a homomorphic map of elements of G onto matrices, D(g) for
∈g G. The representation matrices must satisfy =( ) ( ) ( )D a D b D c if ab = c for ∈a b c G, , .
The vector space vj, on which the representation matrices act, is called the representation space,
such as ( )D g v
ij j
= ⋯( )j n1, , . The dimension n of the vector space vj = ⋯( )j n1, , is called
the dimension of the representation. A subspace in the representation space is called invariant
subspace if for any vector vj in the subspace and any element ∈g G, ( )D g vij j also corresponds
to a vector in the same subspace. If a representation has an invariant subspace, such a
representation is called reducible. A representation is irreducible if it has no invariant subspace.
In particular, a representation is called completely reducible if D(g) for ∈g G are written as the
following block diagonal form,
⋱
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
( )
( )
( )
D g
D g
D g
0
0 , (21)
r
1
2
where each α ( )D g for α = ⋯ r1, , is irreducible. This implies that a reducible representation D
(g) is the direct sum of α ( )D g ,
⊕
α
α
=
( )D g . (22)
r
1
Every (reducible) representation of a finite group is completely reducible. Furthermore, every
representation of a finite group is equivalent to a unitary representation. The simplest
(irreducible) representation is found if =( )D g 1 for all elements g, that is, a trivial singlet.
Matrix representations satisfy the following orthogonality relation,
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∑ δ δ δ=α β
α
αβ
∈
ℓ
−
ℓ( )( )D g D g
N
d
, (23)
g G
i mj
G
ij m
1
where NG is the order of G and αd is the dimension of the α ( )D g .
The character χ ( )gD of a representation matrix D(g) is its trace,
∑χ = =
=
α
( ) ( ) ( )g D g D gtr . (24)D
i
d
ii
1
Any element conjugate to a has the same character as the element a itself, because of the cyclic
property of the trace:
= =− −( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )D g ag D g D a D g D atr tr tr , (25)1 1
that is, the characters are constant within a conjugacy class. The characters satisfy the following
orthogonality relation,
∑χ χ δ=* αβ
∈
α β
( ) ( )g g N . (26)
g G
D D G
That is, the characters of different irreducible representations are orthogonal and generally
different from each other. Furthermore, it is found that the number of irreducible
representations must be equal to the number of conjugacy classes. In addition, the characters
satisfy a second orthogonality relation,
∑χ χ δ=*
α
α α ( )( )g g
N
n
, (27)
D i D j
G
i
C Ci j
where Ci denotes the conjugacy class of gi and ni denotes the number of elements in the
conjugacy class Ci. The above equation means that the right-hand side is equal to
N
n
G
i
if g
i
and g
j
belong to the same conjugacy class, while otherwise the sum must vanish. A trivial singlet,
=( )D g 1 for any ∈g G, must always be included. Thus, the corresponding character satisfies
χ =( )g 11 for any ∈g G.
Suppose that there are mn n-dimensional irreducible representations, that is, D(g) are
represented by ×( )n n matrices. The identity e is always represented by the ×( )n n identity
matrix. Obviously, the character χ
α
( )CD 1 for the conjugacy class = { }C e1 is found that
χ =
α
( )C nD 1 for an n-dimensional representation. Then, the orthogonality relation (27) requires
∑ ∑χ = = + + + ⋯ =
α
α
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( )C m n m m m N4 9 , (28)
n
n G1
2 2
1 2 3
where ⩾m 0n . Furthermore, mn must satisfy
∑ =m the number of conjugacy classes, (29)
n
n
because the number of irreducible representations is equal to the number of conjugacy classes.
Equations (28) and (29) as well as equations (26) and (27) are often used in the following
sections to determine characters.
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We can construct a larger group from more than two groups, Gi, by certain products. A
rather simple one is the direct product. Let us consider two groups, G1 and G2. Their direct
product is denoted as ×G G1 2, and its multiplication rule is defined as
=( )( ) ( )a a b b a b a b, , , , (30)1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
for ∈a b G,1 1 1 and ∈a b G,2 2 2.
The semi-direct product is a more non-trivial product between two groupsG1 andG2, and it
is defined as
= ( )( )( ) ( )a a b b a f b a b, , , , (31)a1 2 1 2 1 1 2 22
for ∈a b G,1 1 1 and ∈a b G,2 2 2, where ( )f ba 12 denotes a homomorphic map from G2 to the
automorphism of G1. This semi-direct product is denoted as ⋊G G1 2. Let us now consider the
group G, its subgroup H, and normal subgroup N, whose elements are hi and nj, respectively.
When = =G NH HN and ∩ = { }N H e , the semi-direct product ⋊N H is isomorphic to G,
≃ ⋊G N H , where we use the map f as
= −( ) ( )f n h n h . (32)h j i j i
1
i
In the following subsections, we explicitly present group-theoretical aspects in detail for several
concrete groups.
2.2. S3 group
Let us present a simple example of a non-Abelian finite group, S3. All possible permutations
among N objects xi with = ⋯i N1, , , form a group,
⋯ → ⋯( )( )x x x x, , , , . (33)N i i1 N1
This group is denoted by SN , it has the order !N , and it is called the symmetric group.
For the case of N = 3, that is S3, the order is !=3 6. These six elements correspond to the
following transformations,
→ →
→ →
→ →
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
e x x x x x x a x x x x x x
a x x x x x x a x x x x x x
a x x x x x x a x x x x x x
: , , , , , : , , , , ,
: , , , , , : , , , , ,
: , , , , , : , , , , . (34)
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 1 2 3 2 1 3
2 1 2 3 3 2 1 3 1 2 3 1 3 2
4 1 2 3 3 1 2 5 1 2 3 2 3 1
Their multiplication forms a closed algebra. By defining = =a a a b,1 2 , all of elements are
written as
{ }e a b ab ba bab, , , , , . (35)
Note that aba = bab. S3 is isomorphic to the symmetry group of an equilateral triangle. For
example, the elements a and ba correspond to a reflection and the π2 /3 rotation, respectively.
• Conjugacy classes. The elements of S3 are classified into three conjugacy classes,
{ } { } { }C e C ab ba C a b bab: , : , , : , , . (36)1 2 3
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Here, the subscript in Cn denotes the number of elements in that conjugacy class. Their orders
are found as
= = = = =( ) ( ) ( )ab ba e a b bab e, . (37)3 3 2 2 2
The elements { }e ab ba, , correspond to even permutations, while the elements { }a b bab, , are
odd permutations.
• Characters and representations. Let us study irreducible representations of S3. The
number of irreducible representations must be equal to three, because there are three conjugacy
classes. We assume that there are mn n-dimensional representations, that is, D(g) are represented
by ×( )n n matrices. Here, mn must satisfy ∑ =m 3n n . Furthermore, the orthogonality relation
(28) requires
∑ ∑χ = = + + + ⋯ =
α
α
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( )C m n m m m4 9 6, (38)
n
n1
2 2
1 2 3
where ⩾m 0n . This equation has only two possible solutions, =( ) ( )m m, 2, 11 2 and ( )6, 0 , but
only the former, =( ) ( )m m, 2, 11 2 , satisfies + =m m 31 2 . Thus, the irreducible representations
of S3 include two singlets 1 and ′1 , and one doublet 2. We denote their characters by
χ χ ′( ) ( )g g,1 1 , and χ ( )g2 , respectively. Obviously, it is found that χ χ= =′( ) ( )C C 11 1 1 1 and
χ =( )C 22 1 . Furthermore, one of the singlet representations corresponds to a trivial singlet, that
is, χ χ= =( )( )C C 11 2 1 3 . The characters, which are not fixed at this stage, are χ ′ ( )C1 2 , χ ′ ( )C1 3 ,
χ ( )C2 2 , and χ ( )C2 3 . Let us determine them. For the non-trivial singlet ′1 , the representation
matrices are nothing but characters, χ ′ ( )C1 2 and χ ′ ( )C1 3 . They must satisfy
χ χ= =′ ′( ) ( )( ) ( )C C1, 1. (39)1 2
3
1 3
2
Thus, χ ′ ( )C1 2 is equal to 1, ω, or ω
2, where ω π≡ [ ]iexp 2 /3 , and χ ′ ( )C1 3 is 1 or −1. On top of
that, the orthogonality relation (26) requires
∑χ χ χ χ= + + =′ ′ ′( ) ( ) ( ) ( )g g C C1 2 3 0. (40)
g
1 1 1 2 1 3
The unique solution of this equation is χ =′ ( )C 11 2 and χ = −′ ( )C 11 3 . Furthermore, the
orthogonality relations (26) and (27) require
∑χ χ χ χ= + + =( ) ( ) ( ) ( )g g C C2 2 3 0, (41)
g
1 2 2 2 2 3
∑χ χ χ χ= + + =*
α
α α ′( ) ( ) ( ) ( )C C C C1 2 0. (42)1 2 1 2 2 2
Their solution is given by χ = −( )C 12 2 and χ =( )C 02 3 . These results are summarised in
table 2.
Next, let us figure out representation matrices D(g) of S3 by using the characters in table 2.
For singlets, the characters are identical to the representation matrices. Thus, let us consider
representation matrices D(g) for the doublet, where D(g) are ×( )2 2 unitary matrices.
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Obviously, ( )D e2 is the ×( )2 2 identity matrix. Because of χ =( )C 02 3 , one can diagonalize
one element of the conjugacy class C3. Here we choose a in C3 as the diagonal element,
= −( )a 1 00 1 . (43)
The other elements in C3 as well asC2 are non-diagonal matrices. Recalling that =b e2 , we can
write
θ θ
θ θ
θ θ
θ θ
= − = −
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
b babcos sin
sin cos
,
cos 2 sin 2
sin 2 cos 2
. (44)
This allows us to write the elements in C2 as
θ θ
θ θ
θ θ
θ θ= − =
−⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ab ba
cos sin
sin cos
, cos sin
sin cos
. (45)
Recall that the trace of the elements inC2 must be equal to−1, which implies that θ = −cos 1/2,
that is, θ π π= 2 /3, 4 /3. When we choose θ π= 4 /3, we obtain the ×( )2 2 matrix representation
of S3 as
= = − =
− −
−
=
− −
−
=
−
− −
=
−
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
( ) ( )e a b
ab ba bab
1 0
0 1
, 1 0
0 1
,
1
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
,
1
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
,
1
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
,
1
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
. (46)
• Tensor products. Finally, we consider tensor products of irreducible representations. Let
us start with the tensor products of two doublets, ( )x x,1 2 and ( )y y,1 2 . For example, each element
x yi j transforms under b as
→
+ + +
→
− − +
→
− − +
→
+ − +
( )
( )
x y
x y x y x y x y
x y
x y x y x y x y
x y
x y x y x y x y
x y
x y x y x y x y
3 3
4
,
3 3 3
4
,
3 3 3
4
,
3 3
4
. (47)
1 1
1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
1 2
1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
2 1
1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
2 2
1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
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Table 2. Characters of S3 representations.
h χ
1
χ ′1 χ2
C1 1 1 1 2
C2 3 1 1 −1
C3 2 1 −1 0
Thus, it is found that
+ = + − = − −( ) ( ) ( ) ( )b x y x y x y x y b x y x y x y x y, . (48)1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
This implies that these linear combinations correspond to the singlets,
+ ′ −x y x y x y x y1 1: , : . (49)1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
Furthermore, it is found that
−
+ =
− −
−
−
+
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟b
x y x y
x y x y
x y x y
x y x y . (50)
2 2 1 1
1 2 2 1
1
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
2 2 1 1
1 2 2 1
Hence, − +( )x y x y x y x y,2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 corresponds to the doublet, i.e.,
=
−
+
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
x y x y
x y x y2 . (51)
2 2 1 1
1 2 2 1
Similarly, we can study the tensor product of the doublet ( )x x,1 2 and the ′1 singlet ′y . Their
products ′x yi transform under b as
′ → ′ + ′ ′ → ′ − ′x y x y x y x y x y x y1
2
3
2
,
3
2
1
2
. (52)1 1 2 2 1 2
Thus they form a doublet,
− ′
′
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
x y
x y2: . (53)
2
1
These results are summarised as follows,
⊗ = + ⊕ − ⊕
+
−
⊗ ′ =
− ′
′ ′ ⊗ ′ = ′ ′
′
′ ′ ′
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
x
x
y
y x y x y x y x y
x y x y
x y x y
x
x y
x y
x y x y x y
,
, .
2 2
1 1
2
2
1
2
1 1 1
1
2
1
2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
1 2 2 1
1 1 2 2
1
2
2
1
In addition, obviously the tensor product of two trivial singlets corresponds to a trivial singlet.
One can also find representations in a different basis; see [77].
Tensor products are important to applications for particle phenomenology. Matter and
Higgs fields may be assigned to certain representations of a discrete symmetry. The Lagrangian
must then be invariant under the discrete symmetry. This implies that only n-point couplings
corresponding to trivial singlets can appear in the Lagrangian.
2.3. A flavour model with S3
The S3 symmetry has been often discussed for flavour symmetry because it tends to yield large
leptonic mixing angles. Here we illustrate a typical example to realize the so-called μ τ−
flavour symmetry in the neutrino mass matrix [84].
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The three left-handed lepton ( )SU 2
L
doublets by μ τDe, , , the three right-handed charged-
leptons by μ τ( )e , ,R R R and the three ( )SU 2 L singlet right-handed neutrinos by ν ν νμ τ( ), ,eR R R . In
addition, three Higgs ( )SU 2
L
doublets ϕ
1,2,3
and one complex neutral scalar ( )SU 2
L
singlet χ are
introduced. Here, we introduce the auxiliary symmetry Z ( )2
aux , which serves the purpose of
allowing for ≠μ τm m while preserving the appropriate form of the neutrino mass matrix, as we
shall see soon. The Z ( )2
tr symmetry is also introduced to make a transposition of the multiplets of
the μ and τ families. The fields transform under the Z ( )2
aux and Z ( )2
tr as follows:
ν ν ν ϕ ν ν ν ϕ→ − − − − −μ τ μ τZ e e: , , , , , , , , (54)( ) eR R R R eR R R R2aux 1 1
and
μ τ ν ν χ χ ϕ ϕ↔ ↔ ↔ → → −*μ τ μ τZ D D: , , , , . (55)( ) R R R R2
tr
3 3
Z ( )2
tr is the μ τ− interchange symmetry. We introduce a symmetry Z3, which, together with
Z ( )2
tr , generates a group S3. With ω π≡ ( )iexp 2 /3 , it is imposed that
ω ω
μ ωμ τ ω τ
ν ων ν ω ν
χ ωχ χ ω χ
→ →
→ →
→ →
→ →* *
μ μ τ τ
μ μ τ τ
⎧
⎨
⎪⎪
⎩
⎪
⎪
Z
D D D D
:
, ,
, ,
, ,
, .
(56)R R R R
R R R R
3
2
2
2
2
Thus, μ τ( )D D, , μ τ( ),R R , ν νμ τ( ),R R , and χ χ*( ), are doublets of S3. The Higgs ( )SU 2 L doublet ϕ3
changes sign under the odd permutations of S3, but stays invariant under the cyclic
permutations.
The Yukawa Lagrangian symmetric under ×S Z ( )3 2 aux is
ν ν ν ϕ
ϕ μ τ ϕ μ τ ϕ
ν ν χ ν χ
ν ν χ ν ν χ
= − ¯ + ¯ + ¯ ˜
− ¯ − ¯ + ¯ − ¯ − ¯
+ +
+ + +
* *
*
*
μ μ τ τ
μ τ μ τ
χ μ τ
χ
μ μ τ τ
−
− −
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
L yD y D D
y De y D D y D D
y C
z
C C H c
2
. ., (57)
e eR R R
e R R R R R
eR
T
R R
R
T
R R
T
R
Y 1 2 1
3 1 4 2 5 3
1
1 1
where ϕ τ ϕ˜ ≡ *i
1 2 1
. There is also an ×S Z ( )3 2 aux -invariant Majorana mass term
ν ν ν ν ν ν= + +
* ′* ′*
μ τ τ μ
− − −
2 2 2
. (58)eR
T
eR R
T
R R
T
RM
1 1 1      
With VEVs ϕ = v0 0
j j
0 for =j 1, 2, 3, one obtains
= = + = −μ τm y v m y v y v m y v y v, , . (59)e 3 1 4 2 5 3 4 2 5 3
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The μ τ− interchange symmetry Z ( )2 tr is spontaneously broken by the VEV of ϕ3
0, so that the μ
and τ charged leptons acquire different masses.
The neutrino Dirac mass matrix is given by
= ≡ ≡* *( )m a b b a y v b y vdiag , , , with , . (60)D 1 1 2 1
When the singlet χ acquires a VEV χ = W0 0 , one obtains Majorana mass terms for the
right-handed neutrinos:
ν ν ν
ν
ν
ν
= − ¯ ¯ ¯
¯
¯
¯
+μ τ μ
τ
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟( )
1
2
, , H. c., (61)M eR R R R
eR
T
R
T
R
T
R
  
with
=
*
* ′
* ′
χ χ
χ χ
χ χ
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
M
m y W y W
y W z W m
y W m z W
. (62)R
After rephasing the fields, the matrix MR has become μ τ− symmetric. Since mD has the μ τ−
interchange symmetry, it follows by applying the seesaw mechanism that
= −ν −m m M m (63)LL D
T
R
D1
is μ τ− symmetric. We thus find that it is possible to produce a neutrino mass matrix, which
leads to θ = 013 and θ π= /423 in the ×S Z ( )3 2 aux flavour model. Since the experimental data
indicates the non-zero θ = 013 , the model should be modified. For example, the partial μ τ−
interchange symmetry [84] is required instead of the full μ τ− symmetry.
2.4. S4 group
Next, we present the S4 group, which is often used in flavour models. It consists of all
permutations of four objects, ( )x x x x, , ,1 2 3 4 ,
→ ( )( )x x x x x x x x, , , , , , . (64)i j k l1 2 3 4
The order of S4 is equal to ! =4 24. We can write down all S4 elements explicitly,
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
a x x x x a x x x x a x x x x a x x x x
b x x x x b x x x x b x x x x b x x x x
c x x x x c x x x x c x x x x c x x x x
d x x x x d x x x x d x x x x d x x x x
e x x x x e x x x x e x x x x e x x x x
f x x x x f x x x x f x x x x f x x x x
: , , , , : , , , , : , , , , : , , , ,
: , , , , : , , , , : , , , , : , , , ,
: , , , , : , , , , : , , , , : , , , ,
: , , , , : , , , , : , , , , : , , , ,
: , , , , : , , , , : , , , , : , , , ,
: , , , , : , , , , : , , , , : , , , , (65)
1 1 2 3 4 2 2 1 4 3 3 3 4 1 2 4 4 3 2 1
1 1 4 2 3 2 4 1 3 2 3 2 3 1 4 4 3 2 4 1
1 1 3 4 2 2 3 1 2 4 3 4 2 1 3 4 2 4 3 1
1 1 2 4 3 2 2 1 3 4 3 4 3 1 2 4 3 4 2 1
1 1 3 2 4 2 3 1 4 2 3 2 4 1 3 4 4 2 3 1
1 1 4 3 2 2 4 1 2 3 3 3 2 1 4 4 2 3 4 1
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where we have shown the ordering of four objects ( )x x x x, , ,1 2 3 4 after permutations. Note that S4
is isomorphic to the symmetry group O of a cube.
It is obvious that + + +x x x x1 2 3 4 is invariant under any permutation of S4, that is, a
trivial singlet. Thus, we can make use of the vector space which is orthogonal to this singlet
direction,
=
+ − −
− + −
− − +
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
A
A
A
x x x x
x x x x
x x x x
3 : , (66)
x
y
z
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
in order to construct a matrix representation of S4, that is, namely a triplet representation. In this
triplet vector space, the S4 elements are represented by the following matrices,
= = −
−
=
−
−
=
−
−
= = −
−
=
−
−
=
−
−
= = −
−
=
−
−
=
−
−
= = −
−
=
−
−
=
−
−
= −
−
=
−
−
=
−
−
= = −
−
=
−
−
=
−
−
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
a a a a
b b b b
c c c c
d d d d
e e e e
f f f f
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
,
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
,
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
,
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
,
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
,
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
,
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
,
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
,
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
,
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
,
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
,
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
,
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
,
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
,
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
,
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
,
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1
,
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1
,
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1
,
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1
,
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
,
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
,
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
,
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
. (67)
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
• Conjugacy classes. The S4 elements can be classified by the order h of each element,
where =a eh , as
=
=
=
=
{ }
{ }
{ }
{ }
h a
h a a a d d e e f f
h b b b b c c c c
h d d e e f f
1 : ,
2 : , , , , , , , , ,
3 : , , , , , , , ,
4 : , , , , , . (68)
1
2 3 4 1 2 1 4 1 3
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
3 4 2 3 2 4
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Moreover, they are classified by the conjugacy classes as
=
=
=
=
=′
{ }
{ }
{ }
{ }
{ }
C a h
C a a a h
C d d e e f f h
C b b b b c c c c h
C d d e e f f h
: , 1,
: , , , 2,
: , , , , , , 2,
: , , , , , , , , 3,
: , , , , , , 4. (69)
1 1
3 2 3 4
6 1 2 1 4 1 3
8 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
6 3 4 2 3 2 4
• Characters and representations. S4 has five conjugacy classes, which implies that there are
five irreducible representations. For example, all elements can be written as products of b1 inC8
and d4 in ′C6 , which satisfy
= = = =( ) ( ) ( ) ( )b e d e d b d b d b d b d b, , , . (70)1
3
4
4
4 1
2
4 1 4 1 4 1 4
2
1
The orthogonality relation (28) requires
∑ ∑χ = = + + + ⋯ =
α
α
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( )C m n m m m4 9 24, (71)
n
n1
2 2
1 2 3
like equation (38), and the mn also satisfy + + + ⋯ =m m m 51 2 3 , because there are five
irreducible representations. The unique solution is obtained as =( ) ( )m m m, , 2, 1, 21 2 3 . That is,
irreducible representations of S4 include two singlets 1 and ′1 , one doublet 2, and two triplets 3
and ′3 , where 1 corresponds to a trivial singlet and 3 corresponds to (66) and (67). We can
compute the characters for each representation by an analysis similar to the S3 case presented in
the previous section. The results are shown in table 3.
For 2, the representation matrices are written as
ω
ω= =
= = =
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
a b
d d d
2 2
2 2 2
1 0
0 1
,
0
0
,
0 1
1 0
. (72)
2 1 2
1 3 4
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Table 3. Characters of S4 representations.
h χ
1
χ ′1 χ2 χ3 χ ′3
C1 1 1 1 2 3 3
C3 2 1 1 2 −1 −1
C6 2 1 −1 0 1 −1
′C6 4 1 −1 0 −1 1
C8 3 1 1 −1 0 0
For ′3 , the representation matrices are written as
′ = −
−
′ =
′ =
−
−
−
′ = − ′ =
−
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
a b
d d d
3 3
3 3 3
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
,
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
,
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
,
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
,
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
. (73)
2 1
1 3 4
Note that ′ =( ) ( )a a3 32 2 and ′ =( ) ( )b b3 31 1 , but ′ = −( ) ( )d d3 31 1 , ′ = −( ) ( )d d3 33 3 and
′ = −( ) ( )d d3 34 4 . This aspect would be obvious from the above character table.
• Tensor products. Finally, we show the tensor products. The tensor products of ×3 3 can
be decomposed as
Σ
Σ⊗ = · ⊕
· ·
· · ⊕ ⊕*
′
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
{ }
{ }
{ }( ) ( ) ( )
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B A B
A B
A B , (74)
y z
z x
x y
y z
z x
x y
3 3 1
2
3 3
where
Σ ω ω
Σ ω ω
· = + +
= +
= −
· · = + +
· · = + +*
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
{ }
A B A B A B
A B A B A B
A B A B A B
A B A B A B
A B A B A B
A B
A B
A B
,
,
,
,
. (75)
x x y y z z
i j i j j i
y z i j j i
x x y y z z
x x y y z z
2
2
The tensor products of other representations are also decomposed as
Σ
Σ⊗ = · ⊕
· ·
· · ⊕ ⊕*′ ′
′
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
{ }
{ }
{ }( ) ( ) ( )
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B A B
A B
A B , (76)
y z
z x
x y
y z
z x
x y
3 3 1
2
3 3
Σ
Σ⊗ = · ⊕
· ·
− · · ⊕ ⊕*′ ′
′
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
{ }
{ }
{ }( ) ( ) ( )
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B A B
A B
A B , (77)
y z
z x
x y
y z
z x
x y
3 3 1
2
3 3
and
⊗ = ⊕ ⊕
′
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟{ }( ) ( ) A B A B
A B
A BA B , (78)x y x y
y y
x x2 2
1
1
2
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ω ω
ω ω
ω ω
ω ω
⊗ =
+
+
+
⊕
−
−
−
′
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
A
A
B
B
B
A A B
A A B
A A B
A A B
A A B
A A B
, (79)
x
y
x
y
z
x y x
x y y
x y z
x y x
x y y
x y z
2
3
3 3
2
2
2
2
ω ω
ω ω
ω ω
ω ω
⊗ =
+
+
+
⊕
−
−
−′
′
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
A
A
B
B
B
A A B
A A B
A A B
A A B
A A B
A A B
. (80)
x
y
x
y
z
x y x
x y y
x y z
x y x
x y y
x y z
2
3
3 3
2
2
2
2
Furthermore, we have ⊗ ′ = ′3 1 3 and ′ ⊗ ′ =3 1 3 and ⊗ ′ =2 1 2.
In the literature, several bases are used for S4. The decomposition of tensor products,
⊗ ′ = ⊕r r rm m, does not depend on the basis. For example, we obtain
⊗ ′ = ′ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ′3 3 1 2 3 3 in any basis. However, the multiplication rules written by
components depend on the basis, which we use. We have used the basis (72). One can write
down relations between several bases and give explicitly the multiplication rules in terms of
components; see [77].
As well as the S3 symmetry, there are many interesting flavour models of neutrinos using
the S4 symmetry, many of which are listed in [77].
2.5. A4 group
All even permutations among SN form a group, which is AN . It is called the alternating group.
Therefore, the order of this group is !N /2. Let us consider a simple example. In S3 the even
permutations include
→
→
→
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
e x x x x x x
a x x x x x x
a x x x x x x
: , , , , ,
: , , , , ,
: , , , , , (81)
1 2 3 1 2 3
4 1 2 3 3 1 2
5 1 2 3 2 3 1
while the odd permutations include
→
→
→
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
a x x x x x x
a x x x x x x
a x x x x x x
: , , , , ,
: , , , , ,
: , , , , . (82)
1 1 2 3 2 1 3
2 1 2 3 3 2 1
3 1 2 3 1 3 2
The three elements of even permutations, }{e a a, ,4 5 form the group, which is A3. Since
=( )a a4
2
5 and =( )a e4
3
, the group A3 is nothing but Z3. A4 is the smallest non-Abelian group,
and it is frequently used for flavour models of leptons.
The A4 group is formed by all even permutations of S4. Thus, its order is equal to
! =4 /2 12. A4 group is isomorphic to the symmetry group T of a tetrahedron. Using the notation
in equation (67), all 12 elements can be written as
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= = −
−
=
−
−
=
−
−
= = −
−
=
−
−
=
−
−
= = −
−
=
−
−
=
−
−
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
a a a a
b b b b
c c c c
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
,
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
,
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
,
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
,
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
,
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
,
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
,
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
,
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
,
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
,
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
,
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
. (83)
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
They are classified by the conjugacy classes as
=
=
=
=′
{ }
{ }
{ }
{ }
C a h
C a a a h
C b b b b h
C c c c c h
: , 1,
: , , , 2,
: , , , , , 3,
: , , , , , 3, (84)
1 1
3 2 3 4
4 1 2 3 4
4 1 2 3 4
where we have also shown the orders of each element in the conjugacy class by h. There are
four conjugacy classes, and there must be four irreducible representations, i.e.,
+ + + ⋯ =m m m 41 2 3 .
The orthogonality relation (27) requires
∑ ∑χ = = + + + ⋯ =
α
α
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( )C m n m m m4 9 12, (85)
n
n1
2 2
1 2 3
for mi, which satisfy + + + ⋯ =m m m 41 2 3 . There exists one solution,
=( ) ( )m m m, , 3, 0, 11 2 3 . That is, the A4 group has three singlets, 1, ′1 , and ′1 , and one triplet
3, where the triplet representation corresponds to equation (83).
Another algebraic definition of A4 is often used in the literature. We denote =a e1 , =a s2
and =b t1 . They satisfy the following algebraic relations,
= = =( )s t st e. (86)2 3 3
The closed algebra of these elements, s and t, is defined as the A4 group. That is, s and t are
generators of A4. It is straightforward to write all elements a b,i i, and ci in terms of s and t. Then,
the conjugacy classes are rewritten as
=
=
=
=′
{ }
{ }
{ }
{ }
C e h
C s tst t st h
C t ts st sts h
C t st t s tst h
: , 1,
: , , , 2,
: , , , , 3,
: , , , , 3. (87)
1
3
2 2
4
4
2 2 2
Using them, we can study characters. First, we consider characters of the three singlets. Because
of =s e2 , there are two possibilities for the character of C3, χ = ±α ( )C 13 . However, the two
elements t and ts belong to the same conjugacy class C4. This implies that χα ( )C3 should have
the unique value χ =α ( )C 13 . Similarly, because of =t e3 , the character χα ( )t could correspond
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to three values, i.e., χ ω=α ( )t
n, =n 0, 1, 2, where all three values are consistent with the
above structure of conjugacy classes. Thus, the three singlets, 1, ′1 , and ″1 are classified by these
three values, χ ω=α ( )t 1, , and ω
2, respectively. Obviously, it is true that χ χ=α α′( ) ( ( ))C C4 4
2
.
Thus, the generators such as = = =s a t b t c, ,2 1 2 1 are represented on the non-trivial singlets ′1
and ″1 as
ω ω
ω ω
′ = ′ = ′ = ′ = ′ = ′ =
″ = ″ = ″ = ″ = ″ = ″ =
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
s a t b t c
s a t b t c
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1, , ,
1, , . (88)
2 1
2
1
2
2 1
2 2
1
These characters are shown in table 4. Next, we consider the characters of the triplet
representation. Obviously, the matrices in equation (83) correspond to the triplet representation.
Thus, we can directly read off their characters. The result is shown in table 4.
The tensor product of ⊗3 3 can be decomposed as
Σ Σ⊗ = · ⊕ · · ⊕ · ·
⊕ ⊕
*
′ ″
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
( )
{ }
{ }
{ }
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B A B A B A B
. (89)
y z
z x
x y
y z
z x
x y
3 3 1 1 1
3 3
The same representation in another basis is shown in [77].
It is well known that flavour models with A4 give the tri-bimaximal mixing of leptons by
adopting the A4 triplet for the left-handed leptons.
2.6. Other finite groups
We summarise some other finite groups that are applied to the flavour models.
2.6.1. DN . The first one is the dihedral group DN . It is isomorphic to the symmetry group of a
regular polygon with N sides. It is furthermore isomorphic to ⋊Z ZN 2 and is also denoted by
Δ( )N2 . It consists of cyclic rotation, ZN and reflection. That is, it is generated by two generators
a and b, which act on N edges xi ( = ⋯i N1, , ) of N-polygon as
⋯ → ⋯ −( ) ( )a x x x x x x: , , , , , (90)N N N1 2 1 1
⋯ → ⋯( ) ( )b x x x x x x: , , , , . (91)N N1 2 1 2
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Table 4. Characters of A4 representations.
h χ
1
χ ′1 χ ′1 χ3
C1 1 1 1 1 3
C3 2 1 1 1 −1
C4 3 1 ω ω2 0
′C4 3 1 ω2 ω 0
These two generators satisfy
= = = −a e b e bab a, , , (92)N 2 1
where the third equation is equivalent to aba = b. The order of DN is equal to N2 , and all the N2
elements can be written as a bm k with = ⋯ −m N0, , 1 and k = 0,1. The third equation in (92)
implies that the ZN subgroup including a
m is a normal subgroup of DN . Thus, DN corresponds to
a semi-direct product between ZN including a
m and Z2, including b
k, i.e. ⋊Z ZN 2. Equation (90)
corresponds to the (reducible) N-dimensional representation. The simple doublet representation
is written as
π π
π π
=
−
= −
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )a
N N
N N
b
cos 2 / sin 2 /
sin 2 / cos 2 /
, 1 0
0 1
. (93)
2.6.2. QN . The binary dihedral group is called as QN , where N is even. It consists of the
elements, a bm k with = ⋯ −m N0, , 1 and k = 0, 1, where the generators a and b satisfy
= = =− −( )a e b a b ab a, , . (94)N N2 /2 1 1
The order of QN is equal to N2 . The generator a can be represented by the same ×( )2 2
matrices as DN
π
π
=
−
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
[ ]
[ ]
a
ik N
ik N
exp 2 / 0
0 exp 2 /
. (95)
It is noted that =a eN /2 for k = even and = −a eN /2 for k = odd. That leads to that =b e2 for
k = even and = −b e2 for k = odd. Thus, the generators a and b are represented by ×( )2 2
matrices
π
π
=
−
=
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ ( )[ ] [ ]a
ik N
ik N
b i
i
exp 2 / 0
0 exp 2 /
, 0
0
, (96)
for k = odd, and
π
π
=
−
=
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ ( )[ ] [ ]a
ik N
ik N
b
exp 2 / 0
0 exp 2 /
, 0 1
1 0
, (97)
for k = even.
2.6.3. Σ2N2. The discrete group Σ ( )N2 2 is isomorphic to × ⋊′( )Z Z ZN N 2. Σ ( )2 is nothing
but Z2, and Σ ( )8 is isomorphic to D4. The simplest non-trivial example is Σ ( )18 . The next ones
are Σ ( )32 and Σ ( )50 .
Let us denote the generators of ZN and
′ZN by a and ′a , respectively, and the Z2 generator by
b. These generators satisfy
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= ′ = =
′ = ′ = ′
a a b e
aa a a bab a
,
, . (98)
N N 2
Therefore, all Σ ( )N2 2 elements can be written as
= ′g b a a , (99)k m n
for k = 0, 1 and = … −m n N, 0, 1, , 1.
Since these generators, a, ′a , and b are represented as
ρ
ρ= ′ = =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ ( )a a b1 00 , 00 1 , 0 11 0 , (100)
where ρ = πe i N2 / , all of Σ ( )N2 2 elements are expressed by the 2 × 2 matrices as
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
0
0
,
0
0
. (101)
m
n
m
n
2.6.4. Δ3N2. The discrete group Δ( )N3 2 is isomorphic to × ⋊′( )Z Z ZN N 3. Δ( )3 is nothing but
Z3, and Δ( )12 is isomorphic to A4. The first non-trivial example is Δ( )27 .
Let us denote the generators of ZN and
′ZN by a and ′a , respectively, and the Z3 generator by
b, which satisfy
= ′ = = ′ = ′
= ′ ′ =− − − −( )
a a b e aa a a
bab a a ba b a
, ,
, . (102)
N N 3
1 1 1 1
Therefore, all elements of Δ( )N3 2 can be written as
= ′g b a a , (103)k m n
for =k 0, 1, 2 and = ⋯ −m n N, 0, 1, 2, , 1.
Since the generators, a, ′a , and b are represented as
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ= = ′ =
−
−⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟b a a
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
,
0 0
0 1 0
0 0
,
0 0
0 0
0 0 1
, (104)
1
1
where ρ = πe i N2 / , all elements of Δ( )N3 2 can be displayed as
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ− − − − − −
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟⎟p
0 0
0 0
0 0
,
0 0
0 0
0 0
,
0 0
0 0
0 0
, (105)
m
n
m n
m
n
m n
m
n
m n
for = ⋯ −m n N, 0, 1, 2, , 1.
2.6.5. Σ3N3. The discrete group Σ ( )N3 3 is defined as a closed algebra of three Abelian
symmetries, ZN ,
′ZN , and ″ZN , which commute with each other, and their Z3 permutations. Let us
denote the generators of ZN ,
′ZN , and ″ZN by a, ′a , and ″a , respectively, and the Z3 generator by b.
All Σ ( )N3 3 elements can be written as
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= ′ ″ℓg b a a a , (106)k m n
with =k 0, 1, 2, and ℓ = … −m n N, , 0, , 1, where a, ′a , ″a , and b satisfy
= ′ = = ′ = ′ ″ = ″ ″ ′ = ′ ″ =
= ″ ′ = ″ = ′
″a a a aa a a aa a a a a a a b
b ab a b a b a b a b a
1, , , , 1,
, , . (107)
N N N 3
2 2 2
The generators, a, ′a , ″a , and b are represented as
ρ
ρ
ρ
= = ′ = ″ =
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟b a a a
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
,
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0
,
1 0 0
0 0
0 0 1
,
0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
, (108)
where ρ = πe i N2 / . Then, all elements of Σ ( )N3 3 can be written as
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρℓ
ℓ
ℓ
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟⎟
0 0
0 0
0 0
,
0 0
0 0
0 0
,
0 0
0 0
0 0
. (109)
n
m m
n
m
n
For the case of N = 2, the element ′ ″aa a commutes with all other elements. In addition, if
we define ˜ = ″a aa and ˜′ = ′ ″a a a , we find a closed algebra among a˜, ˜′a , and b, which
corresponds to a Δ( )12 subgroup. Since the element ′ ″aa a is not included in this closed algebra,
the resulting group is isomorphic to Δ× ( )Z 122 .
The situation for N = 3 is a little different. Similarly, the element ′ ″aa a commutes with all
other elements. Furthermore, if we define ˜ = ″a a a2 and ˜′ = ′ ″a a a 2, the closed algebra among a˜,
˜′a , and b corresponds to Δ( )27 . However, the element ′ ″aa a can be rewritten as ′ ″ = ˜ ˜′aa a a a2 in
this case. Thus, ′ ″aa a is an element of Δ( )27 . This implies that the group Σ ( )81 is not
isomorphic to Δ× ( )Z 273 , but instead to × × ⋊″′( )Z Z Z Z3 3 3 3.
Similarly, for generic values of N, the element ′ ″aa a generally commutes with all other
elements. If we define ˜ = ″−a a aN 1 and ˜′ = ′ ″ −a a a N 1, the closed algebra among a˜, ˜′a , and b
corresponds to Δ( )N3 2 . For the case of ≠N /3 integer, the element ′ ″aa a is not included in
Δ( )N3 2 . Thus, we find that this group is isomorphic to Δ× ( )Z N3N 2 . On the other hand, if
=N /3 integer, the element ′ ″( )aa a Nk /3 with =k 0, 1, 2 is included in Δ( )N3 2 . Therefore, the
group Σ ( )N3 3 cannot be isomoprhic to Δ× ( )Z N3N 2 .
2.6.6. Δ6N2. The discrete group Δ( )N6 2 is isomorphic to × ⋊′( )Z Z SN N 3. Δ( )6 is nothing but
S3, and Δ( )24 is isomorphic to S4. The simplest non-trivial examples are Δ( )54 and Δ( )96 .
Let us denote the generators of ZN and
′ZN by a and ′a , respectively. We furthermore denote
the S3 generators by b and c, where b and c are the Z3 and Z2 subgroup generators of S3,
respectively. These generators satisfy
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= ′ = = = = ′ = ′
= ′ ′ =
= ′ ′ =
− − − −
− − − −
( )
( )
( )
a a b c bc e aa a a
bab a a ba b a
cac a ca c a
, ,
, ,
, . (110)
N N 3 2 2
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
Using them, all Δ( )N6 2 elements can be written as
= ′ℓg b c a a , (111)k m n
for =k 0, 1, 2, ℓ = 0, 1 and = ⋯ −m n N, 0, 1, 2, , 1.
Note that the Δ( )N6 2 group includes the subgroup Δ( )N3 2 , whose elements can be written
as ′b a ak m n. Thus, some group-theoretical aspects of Δ( )N6 2 can be derived from those of
Δ( )N3 2 .
3. Model building: discrete non-Abelian family symmetries and GUTs
3.1. Flavons versus multi-Higgs
Typically in flavour models it is required to introduce new scalar fields. A simple argument to
understand why this extension of the SM is needed is the following. Let consider for simplicity
a flavour group that has a (not-trivial) real irreducible representation =r r and that ⊗ ⊃r r 1
and ⊗ ⊗ ⊃r r r 1 where 1 is a singlet of G.
Suppose that the left and right-handed leptons L and lR transform as r under G. The
Yukawa interaction as well as the dimension-5 Weinberg operator are invariant under G,
Λ
+ ˜ ˜ +
ν
ℓY L l H
Y
L L HH H c. ., (112)ij i j
c ij
i j
where H is the Higgs ( )SU 2
L
doublet, σ˜ = *H i H2 , and the structure of ℓY and νY are given by
the contraction rules of G. It is clear that in this simple case, ℓY and νY are similar matrices
(because they originate from the same G-product), giving rise to a diagonal lepton mixing
matrix. In order to obtain the observed large lepton mixing angles, we have to add new scalar
fields to allow no trivial contractions of Llc and LL.
Here we have in general two possibilities, depending on whether the matter content of the
model is made of multi-Higgs ( )SU 2
L
doublets or extra flavon scalar fields that are
( )SU 2
L
-singlets transforming under G. In the former case we have
Λ
+ ˜ ˜ +
ν
ℓy L l H
y
L L H H H c. ., (113)
ijk i J
c
k
ijkm
i j k m
where Hi represent a set of multi-Higgs doublets that transforms as r under G, while in the latter
case we have, in addition to the terms in equation (112),
Λ
ϕ
Λ
ϕ
Λ
ϕ ϕ+ ˜ ˜ + ˜ ˜ +
ν νℓy
L l H
y
L L HH
y
L L HH H c. ., (114)
ijk
i J
c
k
ijk
i j k
ijkm
i j k m2 3
where ϕ is a scalar flavon that transforms as r under G and ℓy
ijk
, νy
ijk
, and νy
ijkm
are tensors of G.
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In both cases given, respectively, by equations (113) and (114), we can have a mismatch
between the charged and neutral lepton sectors, differently from the case of equation (112), and
therefore the lepton mixing matrix can be different from the identity. Notice that the first terms
in equations (113) and (114) are equivalent (i.e. they give the same pattern for the charged
lepton mass matrix) and this is because formally we have replaced the r-multiplet Hi with the
r-multiplet ϕH
i
. But the neutral sectors in equations (113) and (114) can be different.
Therefore, the replacement ϕ→H Hi i is not only a simple academic exercise because it can
lead to different models.
Moreover, having r-Higgs ( )SU 2
L
doublets that live around the weak scale gives a very
different phenomenology (for instance at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), in what regards
flavour-changing neutral currents (FCNCs), and so on) with respect to the case of r-scalar
( )SU 2
L
singlets (typically at scales between TeV and the inflation scale). Some examples of
models with flavon scalar fields will be presented in the next sections. Here we focus on the
multi-Higgs case.
The first model that we are going to present is based on D4 [89]
10 that has five irreducible
representations, four singlets ++1 , +−1 , −+1 , −−1 , and one doublet 2. The product of two doublets
is ⊗ = ⊕ ⊕ ⊕++ +− −+ −−2 2 1 1 1 1 and the product of singlets is trivial (for example
⊗ =+− −+ −−1 1 1 ). Here, the SM is extended by adding three right-handed neutrinos ν c1,2,3, three
Higgs doublets H1,2,3, and two neutral singlets χ1,2. The matter content of the model is given in
table 5.
The Lagrangian is given by
ν ν ν
μ τ μ τ
ν ν χ ν χ ν ν ν ν ν ν
= + + ˜ +
+ + + + − +
+ + + + ′ + +
μ τ
μ τ μ τ
χ
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
yL y L L H
y L e H y L L H y L L H
y M M H c. . (115)
e
c c c
e
c c c c c
cT c c cT c cT c cT c
1 1 2 2 3 1
3 1 1 4 2 5 3
1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 3 3

After electroweak symmetry breaking, the χ-fields take VEVs χ χ=
1 2
, giving a μ τ−
invariant neutrino mass matrix (with a maximal atmospheric angle), while the charged lepton
mass matrix is diagonal. Here we do not give other details, and we refer interested readers to the
original paper. But we note that in this model the fermion masses arise from the VEVs of three
Higgs doublets, none of which has the same properties as the SM-Higgs field. In the general
example that we presented in equations (112) and (113), we have assumed that neutrino masses
originate from a dimension-5 Weinberg operator. Here, the neutrino masses instead arise from a
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Table 5. Matter content of the model from [89].
Le e
c
μ τL , μ τ,c c ν c1 ν c2,3 H1 H2 H3 χ1,2
D4 ++1 ++1 2 2 ++1 2 ++1 ++1 +−1 2
Z2
aux + − + + − − − + − +
10 The dihedral group D4 is isomorphic to the group of permutation of three objects S3. For models with multi-
Higgs and based on S3, see for instance [90, 91].
type I seesaw mechanism. But we can see that the use of multiple Higgs fields generates a non-
trivial leptonic mixing matrix, which in particular involves a large atmospheric mixing angle
and a zero reactor angle. With the measurement of a relatively large reactor angle, such models
are ruled out and extensions must be considered. However, it is a good and simple example for
the general use of multiple Higgs doublets.
The second example that we are going to present is based on [92, 93], where all the matter
fields, quarks as well as leptons, are assigned to triplet representations of A4. The field content
of this supersymmetric model is given in table 6. Two pairs of Higgs fields transforming as A4
triplets and with opposite hypercharge (as usual in the MSSM) have been assumed.
The most general renormalisable Yukawa superpotential for the charged fermions in the
model is
= ˆ ˆ ˆ + ˆ ˆ ˆ + ˆ ˆ ˆw y LH E y QH D y QH U , (116)
ijk
l
i i
d
k
c
ijk
d
i i
d
k
c
ijk
u
i i
u
k
c
Yukawa
where y
ijk
u d l, , are A4-tensors. Neutrino masses arise from the dimension-5 operator
Λ
= ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ +L L H H . ., (117)ijlm i j l
u
m
u
5

 
where f
ijlm
is an A4-tensor that take into account all the possible contractions of the product of
four A4 triplets.
It is then assumed that the Higgs fields take real VEVs, =H viu d iu d, , . By adding the
following A4 soft breaking terms to the scalar potential below the electroweak scale,
∑ ∑μ κ= +*V H H H H , (118)
ij
ij i
u
j
u
ij
ij i
d
j
u
soft
one finds that
ɛ ɛ ɛ ɛ= = ( )( )H v H v, , , , , , (119)u u u u d d d d1 2 2 2
where ɛ ≪ vu u1,2 and ɛ ≪ vd d1,2 . By using the A4 product rules, the charged fermion mass matrix
has the following structure,
α
α=
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟M
a b
b a r
a b r
0
0
0
, (120)f
f f f
f f f f
f f f
where f denotes any charged lepton, or up or down quark, and ɛ=a yf f
1 1
, ɛ=b yf f
2 1
(y
1,2
are the
only two couplings arising from the A4-tensors in equation (116)), ɛ=r v /f f f1 , and α ɛ ɛ= /f f f2 1 .
We have the relations
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Table 6. Scalar and matter asignments of the supersymmetric A4 model.
fields Lˆ Eˆ
c
Qˆ Uˆ
c
Dˆ
c
Hˆ
u
Hˆ
d
( )SU 2
L
2 1 2 1 1 2 2
A4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
α α= =r r , , (121)l d l d
which arise from the fact that the same Higgs doublet Hd couples to the lepton and down-quark
sectors. The mass matrix in equation (120) is mainly diagonalised on the left by a rotation in the
12-plane, namely
θ
α
≈ m
m
sin
1
. (122)f
f
f f12
1
2
It is straightforward to obtain analytical expressions for a f , b f , and r f from equation (120). As
functions of the charged lepton masses, they can be written as
α α α
≈ ≈ ≈r m
m m
a
m
m
m m
b
m m
, , . (123)
f
f
f
f f
f
f
f
f f
f
f
f f
f
3
1 2
2
3
1 2 1 2
Note that < ≪a b r. From the relations in equation (121), we have following mass formula
relating quark and leptons like in GUT frameworks,
≈τ
μ
m
m m
m
m m
. (124)
e
b
d s
However, in this model only the Cabibbo mixing angle is obtained (the other two mixing angles
are too small). Modifications have been recently proposed in order to fit correctly the full CKM
mixing matrix [94, 95]. In particular in [95] meson oscillation phenomenology has been
studied. For the phenomenology of multi-Higgs models see, for instance, [96, 97]. Vacuum
alignment and the Higgs mass spectrum have been discussed in general, three Higgs doublet
models whose potential is controlled by any discrete symmetry in [98].
3.2. The seesaw mechanism and sequential dominance
The seesaw mechanism [8–11, 99] sheds light on the smallness of neutrino masses, but it also
increases the parameter count considerably due to an undetermined right-handed neutrino
Majorana mass matrix. In the diagonal right-handed neutrino and charged lepton basis (the so-
called flavour basis), there is thus an undetermined neutrino Yukawa matrix. Without the
seesaw mechanism, the SM involves three charged fermion Yukawa matrices, but these are
non-physical and basis dependent quantities. However, in theories of flavour beyond the SM,
the choice of basis may well have physical significance and, in a certain basis defined by the
theory, the Yukawa matrices may take simple forms, leading to some predictive power of the
model as a result.
There have been many attempts to describe the lepton mixing angles based on the type I
seesaw mechanism combined with sequential dominance (SD) [100–103], in which the right-
handed neutrinos contribute with sequential strength leading to the prediction of a normal
neutrino mass hierarchy. In the flavour basis where the charged lepton mass matrix ME is
diagonal with real positive eigenvalues μ τm m m, ,e and the three right-handed neutrino Majorana
mass matrix MR is also diagonal, with real positive eigenvalues, M M M, ,atm sol dec,
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= =μ
τ
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟⎟[ ]
M
m
m
m
M
M
M
M
0 0
0 0
0 0
,
0 0
0 0
0 0
. (125)E
e
R
atm
sol
dec
We can write the neutrino Dirac mass matrix as
= ≡μ μ μ
τ τ τ
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜⎜
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟⎟
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( )m
m m m
m m m
m m m
m m m , (126)D
e
D
e
D
e
D
D D D
D D D
D D D
,atm ,sol ,dec
,atm ,sol ,dec
,atm ,sol ,dec
atm sol dec
in the convention where the effective Lagrangian after electroweak symmetry breaking, with the
Higgs VEV inserted, is given by
ν= − − − +E M E m N N M N H c1
2
. ., (127)L E R L
D
R R
c
R R
where ν ν ν ν= μ τ( ), ,L e are the three left-handed neutrino fields that appear together with
μ τ= ( )E e , ,L L L L in the lepton doublets = μ τ( )L L L L, ,e ; = ( )N N N N, ,R atm sol dec are the three
right-handed neutrinos, and we have defined the three Dirac column vectors as mDatm, m
D
sol, m
D
dec.
The term for the light neutrino masses in the effective Lagrangian (after electroweak
symmetry breaking), resulting from integrating out the massive right-handed neutrinos (i.e., the
seesaw mechanism with the light effective neutrino Majorana mass matrix =ν −m m M mD R D
T1 ) is
ν ν ν ν ν ν
= + +ν
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥⎥
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
. (128)
L
D D T
L
c
L
D D T
L
c
L
D D T
L
c
eff
atm atm
atm
sol sol
sol
dec dec
dec

 

 

 

Sequential dominance (SD) then corresponds to the third term being negligible, the second
term subdominant, and the first term dominant:
≫ ≫
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
m m
M
m m
M
m m
M
, (129)
D D T D D T D D T
atm atm
atm
sol sol
sol
dec dec
dec
which immediately predicts a normal neutrino mass hierarchy (and not only a simple ordering),
≫ ≫[ ]m m m , (130)3 2 1
which is the main prediction of SD.
We have labelled the dominant right-handed neutrino and Yukawa couplings mainly
responsible for the atmospheric neutrino mass m3 as ‘atm,’ the subdominant ones mainly
responsible for the solar neutrino mass m2 as ‘sol,’ and the almost decoupled (sub-subdominant)
ones mainly responsible for m1 as ‘dec.’ Note that the mass ordering of the right-handed
neutrinos is not yet specified. We shall order the right-handed neutrino masses as
< <M M M1 2 3 and subsequently identify M M M, ,atm sol dec with M M M, ,1 2 3 in all possible ways.
It is clear that, in the limit →m 01 , the sub-subdominant right-handed neutrino and its
associated couplings labelled by ‘dec’ decouple completely, and the above model reduces to a
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two right-handed neutrino model. In that limit we simply drop the third terms [in square
brackets] in equations (125)–(130) in anticipation of this.
Constrained sequential dominance (CSD) [104] assumes the SD conditions in equation
(129) and in addition it constrains the the right-handed neutrino mainly responsible for the
atmospheric neutrino mass to have couplings to ν ν νμ τ μ τ( )( ) ( )m m m, , namely , ,e eD D D,atm ,atm ,atm
proportional to ( )0, 1, 1 . Furthermore the right-handed neutrino mainly responsible for the solar
neutrino mass has couplings to ν ν νμ τ( ), ,e given by μ τ( )m m m, ,eD D D,sol ,sol ,sol to be proportional to
−( )1, 1, 1 , leading to TB mixing. CSD2 [105] was proposed to give a non-zero reactor angle
and is based on the same atmospheric alignment but with the right-handed neutrino mainly
responsible for the solar neutrino mass having couplings to ν ν νμ τ( ), ,e proportional to −( )1, 0, 2
or ( )1, 2, 0 . This yields a reactor angle of θ ≈ °613 , which unfortunately is still too small,
although the situation can be rescued by invoking charged lepton corrections [106]. The CSD3
model in [107] involves the right-handed neutrino mainly responsible for the solar neutrino
mass having couplings to ν ν νμ τ( ), ,e proportional to ( )1, 3, 1 or ( )1, 1, 3 with a relative phase
π∓ /3, yielding a reactor angle of θ ≈ °8.513 close to the observed value. However, CSD3
predicts approximate TBC mixing with an almost maximal atmospheric mixing angle, which is
now disfavoured by the latest global fits and so it may soon be challenged. CSD4 [108] involves
the same atmospheric neutrino couplings but with the right-handed neutrino mainly responsible
for the solar neutrino mass having couplings to ν ν νμ τ( ), ,e proportional to ( )1, 4, 2 with a
relative phase of π±2 /5,
= =μ μ
τ τ
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟m
m m
m m
m m
b
a b
a b
0
4
2
, (131)D
e
D
e
D
D D
D D
,atm ,sol
,atm ,sol
,atm ,sol
where a may be taken to be real and b has a phase of π±2 /5. After implementing the seesaw
mechanism, this yields, θ θ θ≈ ° ≈ ° ≈ °34 , 41 , 9.512 23 13 , which closely coincides with the
current best-fit values, together with a distinctive prediction for the CP violating oscillation
phase: δ ≈ ± °106 .
3.3. Direct versus indirect approach
The most predictive models involve family symmetry groups G, which admit triplet
representations, since it is only in those cases that the solar angle can be predicted. However,
the application of family symmetries to model building is not straightforward since the
underlying family group G cannot be preserved—otherwise all three families would be
indistinguishable, with degenerate masses and no mixing (think of the consequence of the
gauged ( )SU 3
C
QCD colour group where the three colours of quarks are degenerate). Therefore
the family symmetry G must be broken either by enlarging the Higgs sector or by introducing
‘flavons’ as discussed. Either way, the question arises of how the family symmetry G is broken,
and the simple answer is ‘carefully,’ since the predictions depend crucially on how G is broken.
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Although the family symmetry G will be completely broken in the full theory, there will be
some ‘memory’ or ‘relic’ of G in the neutrino sector that differs from that in the charged lepton
sector, and it is this difference that is crucial to the predictions (if no relics of G survive in either
sector then all predictive power of G is lost).11
There are essentially two ways in which the family symmetry can be broken, with each
possibility leading to different ‘relics’ of G in the neutrino and charged lepton sectors.
Following [109], we distinguish between the direct and indirect approaches to model building,
depending on the way that the family symmetry is broken. In the direct approach, different
subgroups of the family symmetry survive in the neutrino or charged lepton sectors, while in the
indirect approach no subgroup of the family symmetry survives in either sector but the flavons
have ‘special’ vacuum alignments whose alignment is assisted by the family symmetry, with
different flavons appearing in the neutrino and charged lepton sectors. The two approaches are
illustrated in figure 2.
In the direct approach, the family symmetry is broken in a very special way such that
different subgroups of G are respected in the charged lepton part of the Lagrangian and in the
neutrino sector (but the combined theory completely breaks the family symmetry). These two
subgroups enforce particular forms of the charged lepton and neutrino mass matrices, such that
the lepton mixing matrix is determined purely from symmetry, as we discuss in the example
later. The basic idea is that the family symmetry G has three generators S T U, , and is broken
by the VEV of a flavon ϕl down to a subgroup Z3 generated by the order-3 generator T, and by
the VEV of a flavon ϕν down to a subgroup ×Z Z2 2 generated by the order-2 generators S U, .
A key feature of the direct approach is that the Klein symmetry of the Majorana neutrino
mass matrix, ×Z Z2 2, is identified with a subgroup of the full family symmetry G, namely the
group generated by S and U. While it is always true that any neutrino mass matrix νmLL has some
Klein symmetry ×Z Z2 2 (see e.g., [78] for a discussion of this point), it is not always true that
the Klein symmetry may be identified with a subgroup of some underlying family symmetry G
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Figure 2. Direct (left panel) versus indirect (right panel) approaches to model building.
11 Similarly, in more complete theories, different ‘relics’ of G may survive in the up- and down-quark sectors, as
discussed later.
(which is the case for direct models). In semidirect models, only one of the two Z2 factors of the
Klein symmetry is identified with a subgroup of the family symmetry G, for example, either the
S generator (yielding trimaximal type II mixing) or the SU combination (yielding trimaximal
type I mixing).
The direct approach typically predicts simple patterns of lepton mixing, such as tri-
bimaximal mixing (from for example S4) or golden ratio mixing (from for example A5).
However, such simple patterns of lepton mixing predict a zero reactor angle, as a general
consequence of the T and U generators being preserved. In the light of a non-zero reactor angle,
there are various strategies that have been developed for the direct approach, as shown in
figure 3. Essentially the choice is to either use larger groups such as Δ( )n6 2 [110] (for example,
Δ( )96 [66] which gives bi-trimaximal mixing) or to break one or more of the generators
S T U, , while keeping a smaller group. If only the U generator is broken then this is known as a
semidirect model. Alternatively one way is to keep the direct origin of the Klein symmetry in
the neutrino sector based on S U, intact (yielding for example tri-bimaximal neutrino mixing),
but breaking the Z T3 symmetry of the T generator in the charged lepton sector. Then deviations
from tri-bimaximal lepton mixing originate entirely from charged lepton corrections.
In fact, models can be classified as direct, semidirect, or indirect, depending on the extent
to which a subgroup of the discrete family symmetry can be identified with the Klein symmetry
of the neutrino sector [78]. In several of these models quarks are included via ( )SU 5 unification,
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Figure 3. Direct and semidirect approaches to model building. The left part of the
diagram corresponds to ‘larger’ groups such as Δ( )n6 2 , which are candidates for direct
approaches in which the generators S U, are preserved in the neutrino sector
(corresponding to the Klein symmetry) and T is preserved in the charged lepton sector
(corresponding to a diagonal charged lepton Yukawa matrix in the T diagonal basis).
Δ( )96 gives BT mixing and requires some T violation (i.e. charged lepton corrections)
to be viable. For the ‘smaller’ groups such as S4, which gives TB (or BM) mixing at
leading order, one or more of the generators S U, or T must be broken in order to
account for the reactor angle. Semidirect models violate U but preserve either S (giving
TM2 mixing) or SU (giving TM1 mixing), distinguished by different types of
atmospheric sum rules. The group A4 is necessarily semidirect since it does not contain
U.
but typically vacuum alignment does not determine the quark mixing angles. However, in a
purely symmetrical approach, the direct approach has been extended to the quark sector, where
a subgroup of the discrete family symmetry is used to constrain also the quark mixing angles, in
analogy with the procedure followed for the Klein symmetry in the neutrino sector [111–113],
but no realistic model has been proposed. In some such approaches [112, 113], the symmetry
groups can be quite large, for example, Δ( )n6 2 for large values of n [110].
In indirect models, the underlying family symmetry G is completely broken by flavon
VEVs, such that the Klein symmetry of the neutrino mass matrix, ×Z Z2 2, is not identified with
any subgroup of G. One may ask, then, what is the purpose of the family symmetry? The
answer is that the family symmetry G provides flavons ϕν with very special vacuum alignments,
which, however, do not collectively respect any subgroup of G,12 although some of them may
respect subgroups while others are determined from orthogonality arguments. In this way the
role of the family symmetry G is rather indirect, although still important for vacuum alignment;
hence the name indirect models. Typically the indirect approach is used in association with
sequential dominance, in which the lepton mixing arises from the neutrino sector as a result of
the type I seesaw mechanism, with one of the right-handed neutrinos being mainly responsible
for the atmospheric neutrino mass and a second right-handed neutrino being mainly responsible
for the solar neutrino mass, while a third right-handed neutrino is approximately decoupled
from the seesaw mechanism, leading to a normal neutrino mass hierarchy.
3.4. Generalised CP symmetry and geometrical CP violation
Finally we mention the possibility of predicting the CP phases from direct, semidirect, or
indirect models, sometimes referred to as ‘geometrical CP violation’ [114–117]. The basic
starting point is to postulate that CP is conserved in the high-energy theory before the family
symmetry is broken [118]. CP is a discrete symmetry that involves both complex conjugation of
fields and inversion of spatial coordinates at the same time,
φ φ⟶ ′*( ) ( )x X x , (132)CP r
where ′ = −( )x t x, and Xr is a matrix of transformations associated with the field φ ( )x in the
irreducible representation r of the discrete family symmetry G [119].
The ‘trivial’ CP transformation corresponds to choosing Xr to be equal to the unit matrix.
For a continuous family symmetry, this would be the only choice [118]. However for a discrete
family symmetry, more general CP transformations can be defined, corresponding to various
non-trivial choices for the matrix Xr which collectively form the group of unbroken CP
transformations HCP [120]. The Xr matrices must be consistent with the family symmetry
transformations. To be precise, if we first perform a CP transformation, then apply a family
symmetry transformation, and finally an inverse CP transformation, then the result must be
equivalent to some family symmetry transformation [121]:
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12 Even in the case where no special alignments are present (the group is completely broken) there could be some
prediction coming from the memory of the flavour group. This is because flavour symmetries constrain the
Yukawa couplings, reducing the number of free parameters.
ρ ρ= ′ ′ ∈* −( ) ( )X g X g g G, . (133)r r r r
1
The full symmetry of the unbroken family symmetry and generalised CP symmetry is written
⋊G HCP where the semidirect product symbol reminds us that these two groups do not
commute in general for the case of non-Abelian family symmetries.
The predictions for CP violation depend on how the symmetry group ⋊G HCP, is broken
[122]. First suppose that HCP is spontaneously violated by complex VEVs of flavons which also
break the non-Abelian family symmetry G. In the case of direct or semidirect models there will
be some subgroup of ⋊ν νG HCP preserved in the neutrino sector, and some other subgroup
⋊G He CPe preserved in the charged lepton sector. The surviving symmetries constrain the
neutrino mass matrix and charged lepton mass matrix, leading to predictions for CP violating
phases as well as constraints on the mixing angles. Typically the oscillation phase is predicted
to take simple values such as zero, π, or π± /2 [123–127], although other predictions are
possible [128, 129].
In the case of indirect models a different possibility has been studied, namely CP can be
spontaneously broken by an auxiliary Abelian flavour group ZN that commutes with the non-
Abelian family symmetry G [106, 130, 131]. This introduces interesting non-trivial phases
πm N2 / with = ⋯m N1, , , where these phases can appear sequentially in the neutrino mass
matrix, leading to non-trivial predictions for the oscillation phase, as discussed in the following
indirect model example.
3.5. Example of direct approach
In the absence of higher order corrections, only very large groups can enable the reactor angle to
be obtained from the direct approach where the Klein symmetry is a subgroup of the discrete
family group. As shown in the left part of figure 3, examples of such groups are the Δ( )n6 2
series for large ⩾n 4. For example, for n = 4 we have Δ( )96 , which yields bi-trimaximal
mixing, which requires some charged lepton corrections (corresponding to T generator
symmetry violation) to enable it to be viable [66].
For Δ( )n6 2 with larger values of n, the reactor angle can be obtained directly, without the
need for charged lepton corrections to be invoked. In such models all the symmetries S, U, and
T are accurately respected and the model is said to be ‘direct,’ since all these generators are
unbroken subgroups of the underlying Δ( )n6 2 family symmetry. Due to extra auxiliary
symmetries, suppose that the flavon ϕl appears in the charged lepton Yukawa couplings,
ϕ Ll Hl c d , while the flavon ϕν appears in the Weinberg operator responsible for neutrino mass,
ϕνLLH Hu u (where we suppress couplings and dimensional scales). Then the charged lepton
Yukawa matrix will be invariant under Z3, =† † †YY T YY Te e e e , while the neutrino mass matrix νmLL
will be invariant under ×Z Z2 2 (known in the trade as the Klein symmetry), namely
=ν νS m S mT LL LL and =ν νU m U mT LL LL. These imply that =†⎡⎣ ⎤⎦T YY, 0e e , =ν ν †⎡⎣ ⎤⎦S m m, 0LL LL , and
=ν ν †⎡⎣ ⎤⎦U m m, 0LL LL . As in undergraduate quantum mechanics, where commuting operators can
be simultaneously diagonalised, we see that the matrix V ,e which diagonalises
†YYe e , will also
diagonalise T, and the matrix νV , which diagonalises
ν ν †m m ,LL LL will also diagonalise S and U.
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Hence the lepton mixing matrix = ν†U VVe can be obtained purely from group-theory by
diagonalising S T U, , in some basis (the result being basis invariant).
Following the above procedure for Δ( )n6 2 [110], the resulting lepton mixing matrix
corresponds to TM2 mixing but with a discrete choice of reactor angle,
π π
π π
=
ϑ ϑ
− + ϑ + ϑ
− ϑ − − ϑ
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎛
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⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
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⎛
⎝
⎞
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⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
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⎠
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⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
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U P
2
3
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3
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3
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2
3
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3
2
3
cos
6
2
3
sin
6
1
3
2
3
cos
6
, (134)
where π πϑ = …n/ , , /2 with n dictated by the choice of family symmetry Δ( )n6 2 . For example
n = 22 gives a good fit to the reactor angle [110].
3.6. Example of indirect approach
The indirect approach breaks all symmetries S U, , and T with the role of the family symmetry
being to achieve simple-looking vacuum alignments for the neutrino flavons ϕν, leading to a
simple form for the neutrino mass matrix. In order to understand how indirect models work, it is
simplest to consider an example in the basis in which the charged lepton Yukawa matrix is
diagonal. At the level of Weinberg operators, there may be two or three Weinberg operators that
contribute to the neutrino mass matrix, each being of the special form ϕ ϕν ν( )( )L L H HT T u u,
where ∼L 3 and ϕ ∼ν 3 under the family symmetry (or ϕ ∼ν 3 if the group G admits real
triplets). However, in most indirect models the Weinberg operators may arise from a type I
seesaw mechanism, including sequential dominance, as we now discuss.
For example, consider the CSD4 couplings such as those in equation (131), which were
postulated in an ad hoc way. In realistic models these couplings may arise from flavons, which
are triplets 3 (or antitriplets 3 for complex representations) under some family symmetry and
have special vacuum alignments, for example [107, 108],
ϕ ϕ∝ ∝ν ν
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
0
1
1
,
1
4
2
, (135)
a b
where the flavon labelled by a is responsible for the first column and the flavon labelled by b is
responsible for the second column in equation (131). This is achieved by having couplings in
the Lagrangian of the form ϕνL N
a
c
atm and ϕνL Nb
c
sol, where the three lepton doublets
= μ τ( )L L L L, ,e transform as a triplet 3 under some family symmetry while N N,c catm sol are
singlets, as is the Higgs, which we have dropped.
Note that CP is assumed to be preserved, and it is spontaneously broken when the family
and flavour symmetries are broken. In this model, the relevant flavour symmetry is a Z5
auxiliary symmetry that commutes with an A4 family symmetry, leading to the appearance of a
discrete phase πe i4 /5 [107, 108].
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After implementing the seesaw mechanism, we arrive at the Weinberg operators of the
above form. The vacuum alignments in equation (135) then imply a special form of neutrino
mass matrix νmLL, generated from summing the two terms ϕ ϕν νT , yielding [107, 108],
= +ν π
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟m m m e
0 0 0
0 1 1
0 1 1
1 4 2
4 16 8
2 8 4
, (136)LL a b
i4 /5
which, with ma, mb real, can reproduce the current best fit lepton mixing matrix mixing
parameters [107], θ θ θ≈ ° ≈ ° ≈ °34 , 41 , 9.512 23 13 , together with the distinctive prediction for
the CP violating oscillation phase δ ≈ ± °106 .
This neutrino mass matrix naturally arises from the seesaw mechanism, since it follows
from equation (135), which corresponds to CSD4. This special form of νmLL has a Klein
symmetry ×Z Z2 2, which cannot be identified with any subgroup of any known family
symmetry G, even though the vacuum alignments could themselves arise from a group as small
as A4 [107, 108].
Both quark and lepton mixing may be explained by the above indirect model, by extending
the gauge group to × ×( ) ( ) ( )SU SU U4 2 1
L RPS
, with the quarks and leptons transforming as in
figure 4 in the so-called ‘tetra-model’ [132]. The structure of the Yukawa matrices depends on
the following vacuum alignments, which incorporate the CSD4 vacuum alignments [108]
introduced in equation (135),
ϕ ϕ ϕ= = =
⎛
⎝
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⎞
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Figure 4. The A4SU421 unification of quarks and leptons in the ‘tetra-model.’ The left
diagram depicts quark-lepton-family unification of the 24 left-handed quarks and
leptons denoted collectively as  into a single ( )3, 4, 2, 0 multiplet of A4SU421. The
right diagram shows the 24 right-handed quarks and leptons which form six A4 singlets,
i and i , distinguished by Z5 and Z3, with quarks and leptons unified in each multiplet.
and
ϕ ϕ ϕ= = =
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⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
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⎟⎟v v v
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, (138)c c c c c c
1 1 2 2 3 3     
where ϕ
i
c and ϕ ic are A4 triplets and Pati-Salam singlets. Two Higgs doublets are introduced,
hu and hd, which are A4 singlets. Then the Yukawa couplings arise from the diagonal non-
renormalisable operators,
ϕ ϕ+( ) ( )h h. . . (139)u ic d ic
i
c
i
c    
The up-quark and neutrino Yukawa matrices are obtained from the operators ϕ( ). ic
i
c  
by sticking together the three column vectors from equation (137),
∼ ∼ν
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟Y Y
b
a b
a b c
0 0
4 0
2
, (140)u
where each column is multiplied by a different constant of proportionality. The Yukawa
matrices are not expected to be exactly equal due to the decisive Clebsch–Gordan coefficients,
as discussed in [132]. Note that the third column is decoupled from the seesaw mechanism
according to sequential dominance, so the resulting neutrino mass matrix is as given in equation
(136).
The down-quark and charged lepton Yukawa matrices are similarly obtained from
ϕ( ). ic
i
c   by amalgamating the three column vectors in equation (138) and are hence
diagonal,
∼ ∼
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟⎟Y Y
y
y
y
0 0
0 0
0 0
. (141)d e
d
s
b
The Yukawa matrices are not expected to be exactly equal due to Clebsch–Gordan coefficients,
as discussed in [132].
The quark-lepton unification implies that the second column ( )1, 4, 2 T of the neutrino
Yukawa matrix is equal to that of the up-quark Yukawa matrix and hence predicts a Cabibbo
angle approximately equal to 1/4. The third column (approximately decoupled from the seesaw
mechanism) is proportional to ( )0, 0, 1 T at leading order, giving the top-quark Yukawa
coupling. Higher order corrections modify the leading order predictions and are responsible for
the other quark mixing angles and CP violation as discussed in [132].
The above example shows that the indirect approach goes hand-in-hand with the seesaw
mechanism and SD. We emphasise the highly predictive nature of the scheme: the neutrino
masses and the entire lepton mixing matrix mixing matrix follow from equation (136), which
involves only two real parameters ma and mb, with the underlying family symmetry being the
minimal choice, A4. The indirect approach is certainly a very attractive possibility in the light of
a non-zero reactor angle, but the above model is not a GUT model.
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3.7. GUTs and family symmetry
Grand unified theories (GUTs) are the dream of theoretical physics because of their elegance.
The SM is made of three gauge groups, and the respective gauge couplings are function of the
energy scale. There is a tendency of the three gauge couplings to unify at some very high
scale.13 This fact has fueled the imagination of theoretical physicists, leading to the idea that the
three SM gauge groups could arise from a single gauge group at some very high energy scale.
These kinds of theories are very elegant, because they can describe the basic constituents of
nature in a very compact and economical way. Moreover, they predict the unification of the
three SM gauge couplings into a single one and can explain the quantisation of the electric
charge. From a phenomenological point of view, GUTs predict proton decay (its non-
observation provides a limit on the GUT scale to be at ÷1015 16 GeV or even higher) and in some
cases also neutron-antineutron oscillation. These observations would give us strong hints in
favour of GUTs. But—so far—we can only make theoretical speculations.
The SM has rank four (namely four diagonal generators), and therefore a grand unified
group G0 containing the SM must have at least rank four. Moreover, G0 must have ( )SU 3 as a
subgroup (since color is unbroken in the SM), and it must give the correct electric charges. This
all implies that the only available rank four group is ( )SU 5 . It is also possible to consider
groups with a rank bigger then four, and there are many examples. Perhaps the most frequently
used ones are the Pati–Salam (PS) group × ×( ) ( ) ( )SU SU SU4 2 2
C L R
, ( )SO 10 of rank five,
and E6 of rank six.
In ( )SU 5 , all SM fields fit into only two irreducible representations, the conjugate five
( =F 5) and the ten ( =T 10), which is an antisymmetric 5 × 5 matrix,
ν
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However, massive neutrinos impose a non-minimality, since in order to generate a Dirac or
a Majorana renormalisable mass for neutrino, in ( )SU 5 the right-handed neutrinos must be
assigned into the trivial singlet representation 1. From this point of view, the PS group and
( )SO 10 are more complete, because right-handed neutrinos do not have to be introduced in a
trivial representation. In the PS group, we have two representations ψ = ( )4 2 1, , and
ψ = ( )4 1 2, ,c under ⎟⎞⎠( ( ) ( ) ( )SU SU SU4 , 2 , 2C L R , where
ψ
ν
ψ ν= =
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
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u u u
d d d e
u u u
d d d e
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13 To be more precise, the gauge couplings do not meet exactly in the SM, and new physics typically is required
for the unification like SUSY.
so that leptons are basically the fourth component of an extended color ( )SU 4
C
. Differently
from ( )SU 5 , the right-handed neutrinos are not in the trivial representation. In turn, in ( )SO 10
all the SM fields and the right-handed neutrino of one family belong to a single irreducible 16
representation,
ν ν= ( )u u u d d d u u u e d d d e16 , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , . (144)c c c c c c c c1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
( )SO 10 contains both ( )SU 5 and the PS group as subgroups, and the 16 irreducible
representation decomposes as
= + + = +( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )SU16 5 10 1 16 4 2 1 4 1 25 , , , , , PS . (145)
Our task is to build unified models where the three families transform under some flavour
symmetry, like ×G G0 . This gives us a constraint on the possible flavour matter assignments.
For example, a model where right-handed type quarks transform as singlets under some flavour
group, while the left-handed leptonic doublets belong to a non-trivial irreducible representation
of G, cannot be embedded into ( )SU 5 because such a field must be in the same multiplet F.
This is an important feature of GUT flavour models, because it greatly restricts the number of
valid matter assignments. For this purpose, a very clear example is given by ( )SO 10 . Since in
this group all the SM fields belong to the same GUT-multiplet, the only possibility that we have
is to take three copies of 16i with =i 1, 2, 3. Therefore, in ( )SO 10 models the number of right-
handed neutrinos must be equal to the number of generations for sequentiality, and we have no
freedom at all. Such three families can belong to the 3 or ⊕1 2 irreducible representations of G.
Therefore, all the SM fields belong sequentially to 3 or ⊕1 2, and there is indeed no more
freedom in the matter assignment.
Many models have been proposed based on the GUT group ( )SU 5 to give TBM lepton
mixing; see for instance [66, 133–138], and more recently also models yielding a suitable non-
zero reactor angle have been proposed, e.g., [139–141]. Also in the ( )SO 10 framework, models
for TBM have been proposed. Models with dominant type I seesaw have been studied, for
instance in [48, 142–144], by using Froggatt-Nielsen diagrams involving Higgs fields in the 45
representation of ( )SO 10 within the non-renormalisable operator 16 16 10 45, in [145] by using
the operator 16 16 10 45 45, and in [146, 147] with the operator 16 16 120 45. ( )SO 10 models
with dominant type II and TBM have been studied, for instance in [148–153].
However TBM is ruled out nowadays, and we have to consider models combining GUT
with non-Abelian discrete symmetries without TBM, for instance [154], which is based on D3
and which has a very economical number of free parameters.
3.7.1. SU5 S4. Semidirect models violate U but preserve either S (giving TM2 mixing) or
SU (giving TM1 mixing), distinguished by different types of atmospheric sum rule; section 4.1.
The group A4 is necessarily semidirect, since it does not contain U but only the generators S and
T. For example, the model in [155] imposes an A4 symmetry, broken spontaneously by a set of
flavons, which leads to the second column of the lepton mixing matrix fixed at its trimaximal
value (TM2), with the reactor angle undetermined. However, an S4 extension of this idea can
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explain why the reactor angle is small, the idea being to break the U generator at higher order
[155]. This idea can be included in a GUT model [140], as we now discuss.
In this subsection, we discuss a supersymmetric ×( )SU S5 4 model of [140] based on an
earlier direct model [138] of TB mixing. In order to convert this to TM2 mixing, the model of
[138] is augmented with an extra S4 singlet flavon field η. The three families of ( )SU 5 matter
multiplets, =F 5 and =T 10, transform under S4 as 3 and +2 1, respectively. We furthermore
introduce three right-handed neutrinos νc which are unified in the 3 of S4 and allow for the type I
seesaw mechanism. The Higgs sector consists of S4 singlets and comprises the standard ( )SU 5
Higgses in the 5 and 5, plus an additional Georgi–Jarlskog Higgs in the 45. The family
symmetry is broken by a set of flavon fields transforming in various representations of S4. In
order to control the couplings of the flavon fields to the different matter sectors, we impose a
global ( )U 1 shaping symmetry. The complete charge assignments of matter, Higgs and flavon
fields are listed in table 7.
With the model formulated at the effective level, it is straightforward to derive the leading
operators of the matter superpotential which are invariant under all symmetries imposed.
Assuming a generic messenger mass M of the order the GUT scale and suppressing all
dimensionless order one coupling coefficients, we find
ϕ ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ
ν ν ν ϕ ν ν ϕ ν ν ϕ ν ν ϕ η
∼ + + ˜
+ + ˜ + ˜
+ + + + +ν ν ν′
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u u u
d d d d d d
c c c c c c c c c d
5 2 5 2 2 5
3 5 3
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2
1
45 2 2
3
3
3
5
5 1 2 3 2
3 3 2
3 2 3
It is the last term that provides the source of the higher order correction to the right-handed
neutrino mass matrix, which is essential in generating a large reactor angle. In principle, all
independent invariant products of the S4 representations have to be considered for each of these
terms; in practice, there is often only one possible choice. In our example, the second and the
third term of the second line of equation (146) would give rise to several independent terms.
However, the contractions specified by the subscripts 1 and 3 single out a unique choice. Within
a given UV completion, the existence and non-existence of certain messenger fields can justify
such a construction.
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Table 7. Charge assignments of the matter, Higgs and flavon superfields in the
×( )SU S5 4 model of [140]. The ( )U 1 shaping symmetry constrains the set of operators
allowed in the superpotential
matter fields Higgs fields flavon fields
T3 T F νc H5 H5 H45 ϕ u2 ϕ˜
u
2
ϕ d
3
ϕ˜ d
3 ϕ
d
2
ϕν′3 ϕ
ν
2
ϕν
1
η
SU(5) 10 10 5 1 5 5 45 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S4 1 2 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 2 3′ 2 1 1
( )U 1 0 5 4 −4 0 0 1 −10 0 −4 −11 1 8 8 8 7
The Yukawa matrices are generated when the flavon fields acquire their VEVs. It has been
shown in [138, 140] that the following alignments can be obtained:
ϕ φ ϕ φ= ˜ = ˜( ) ( )01 , 01 , (147)u u u u2 2 2 2
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Inserting these vacuum alignments and the Higgs VEVs vu and vd yields a diagonal up-type
quark mass matrix as well as non-diagonal down-type quark and charged lepton mass matrices.
In order to achieve viable GUT scale hierarchies of the quark masses and mixing angles,
we assume
φ φ λ φ λ φ λ φ λ∼ ˜ ∼ ∼ ˜ ∼ ∼M M M M, , , , (150)u u d d d
2 2 3 3 2
4 2 3
where λ denotes the Wolfenstein parameter. With these magnitudes, the charged fermion mass
matrices are fixed completely,
λ
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λ λ
λ λ λ
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λ λ
λ λ λ
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The factors of 3 in Me originate from the term of equation (146) involving the Georgi–Jarlskog
(GJ) Higgs field H45. Due to the GJ factor of −( )3 and the texture zero in the 11-entry, we obtain
viable charged lepton masses. With the vanishing off-diagonals in the third column of Me, there
is only a non-trivial 12 mixing in the left-handed charged lepton mixing VeL. This mixing,
θ λ≈ /3e12 , will contribute to the total lepton mixing matrix mixing as a charged lepton
correction. Note that the 12- and 21-entries, which originate from the same superpotential term,
have identical absolute values; together with the zero texture in the 11-entry, this allows for a
simple realisation of the Gatto-Sartori-Tonin (GST) relation in the ×( )SU S5 4 model.
In the neutrino sector we find the Dirac neutrino mass matrix and the right-handed neutrino
mass matrix to be
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The model is formulated in the T-diagonal S4 basis as defined in [155], which is related to the
basis discussed in subsection 2.4 by a basis rotation, as discussed in appendix B of [77]. Note
that although the Dirac neutrino Yukawa term does not involve any flavon field, it is not
diagonal in this basis. As the family symmetry S4 remains unbroken by mLR, the mixing pattern
of the effective light neutrino mass matrix νmLL (obtained from the type I seesaw mechanism) is
exclusively determined by the structure of MRR. Dropping the higher order terms, we note that
the leading order structure of MRR, and with it
νmLL, is of tri-bimaximal form. This can be easily
seen by verifying that the flavon alignments of equation (149) are left invariant under the S and
U transformations. This leading order TBM structure yields light neutrino masses ∼νm 0.1 eV
if we set φ λ∼ν ′ M1 2 3, ,
4 . As we want to break the TB Klein symmetry by means of the flavon ηat
higher order, we set η λ∼ M4 . Then the TB breaking effect is suppressed by one power of
λcompared to the leading order. The effective flavon ϕ ηd
2
transforms as an S4 doublet with an
alignment proportional to ( )1, 0 T . This alignment breaks the U symmetry but respects S. This
directly proves that MRR as well as
νmLL are both invariant under S, which in turn entails the TM2
neutrino mixing pattern. The physical lepton mixing matrix is obtained from multiplying the
TM2 neutrino mixing with the left-handed charged lepton mixing.
In summary, the measurement of large θ13 has ruled out the original ×( )SU S5 4 model
[138], which predicted accurate tri-bimaximal neutrino mixing plus small charged lepton
corrections. However, a modest extension of the particle content [140] can induce a breaking of
the U symmetry of the TB Klein symmetry at relative order λ. The required new flavon field
allows for large θ13 and does not destroy the successful predictions of the original model, i.e., it
does not have any significant effects on the quark or flavon sectors of the model. The resulting
×( )SU S5 4 model preserves S but breaks both U and T, i.e., it is a semidirect model with
charged lepton corrections.
4. Experiment: distinguishing models by their predictions
In this section, we will outline how flavour models could be tested experimentally. The most
characteristic signatures of neutrino flavour models are given by so-called sum rules, which are
concrete relations between different observables. Such sum rules can arise when there are less
parameters than observable quantities present in the model sector under consideration, e.g. a
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relation involving two mixing angles and the cosine of the oscillation phase (mixing sum rules)
or if adding the powers of two mass eigenvalues results in the same power of the last eigenvalue
(mass sum rules). The origin of the mixing sum rules may be due to the trimaximal structure of
the leptonic mixing matrix (leading to atmospheric sum rules) or due to a simple form of that
matrix such as bimaximal or tri-bimaximal, corrected by Cabibbo-like charged lepton mixing
corrections (leading to solar sum rules). The reason for the mass sum rule typically lies in the
flavon couplings, for example if a 3 × 3 light neutrino mass matrix depends on only two flavon
VEVs, the three mass eigenvalues will be related by a sum rule. Such sum rules will be
discussed in sections 4.1 and 4.2.
Furthermore, it could also happen that in a few years from now we might have more
information from experiments than anticipated if, e.g. the Dirac CP phase δ had a value close to
maximal π± /2. Such a fortunate situation would in most cases considerably strengthen our
ability to experimentally distinguish different models. These possibilities are discussed in
section 4.3.
4.1. Mixing sum rules
4.1.1. Atmospheric sum rules. We have already mentioned examples of atmospheric sum
rules as being a consequence of TM1 and TM2 mixing, namely
δ=a r cos , TM , (153)1
being a consequence of the preserved S4 generators T and SU, and
δ= −a r cos , TM , (154)1
2 2
being a consequence of the preserved A4 generators T and S. These are semidirect models since
the U generator is not present in each case.
Semidirect models may be classified in general as arising from finite von Dyck groups
[156], which contain two preserved generators denoted as αT and Si. In this framework, the
above sum rules correspond to particular examples of this general class of semidirect models for
which the general atmospheric sum rule is [157]
λ δ= +a a r cos . (155)0
The general class of phenomenologically viable sum rules are given in table 8 [157]. In this
table, m gives the order of the generator that controls the charge lepton mass matrix, =αT 1m ,
while Si is the generator of the von Dyck group that is identified with one of the generators of
the Klein symmetry of the neutrino mass matrix (with the other Klein symmetry generator being
unrelated to the von Dyck group, as in semidirect models). For example, for A4 we identify
≡S S2 , while for S4 we identify ≡S S2 and ≡S SU1 . Atmospheric sum rules may be tested at
next-generation neutrino facilities [157]. The viability of such sum rules has also been discussed
recently in [158].
4.1.2. Solar mixing sum rules. The solar mixing sum rules arise from the non-diagonality of
the charged lepton Yukawa matrix in the T diagonal basis, corresponding to violation of T
generator symmetry. In many models the neutrino mixing matrix has a simple form U0, where
= =ν νs c 1/ 223 23 and =νs 013 , while the charged lepton mixing matrix has a CKM-like
structure, in the sense that VeL is dominated by a 12-mixing, i.e., its elements ( )Ve 13L , ( )Ve 23L ,
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( )Ve
31L
, and ( )Ve
32L
are very small compared to ( )Ve
12L
and ( )Ve
21L
, where in practice we take them
to be zero. In this case we are led to a solar sum rule [104, 159, 160] derived from =U V Ue 0L ,
which takes the form,
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We hence obtain the sum rule [104, 159, 160],
θ θ θ δ≈ +ν cos . (157)12 12 13
Given the accurate determination of the reactor angle and the solar angle, the sum rule in
equation (157) yields a favoured range of δcos for each of the cases
θ = ° ° ° °ν 35.26 , 45 , 31.7 , 3612 for the cases of TB, BM, GR, GR, namely
δ ≈ − − −cos 0.2, 1, 0.2, 0.2, or δ λ λ λ≈ − − −cos , 1, , , respectively. For example, for TB
neutrino mixing, the sum rule in equation (157) may be written compactly as,
δ≈s r cos . (158)
In order to obtain λ≈ −s 2 from λ≈r , we need to have δ λ≈ −cos .
This approach relies on a Cabibbo-sized charged lepton mixing angle λ≈s e12 in order to
account for the observed reactor angle, starting from one of the simple classic patterns of
neutrino mixing. This is not straightforward to achieve in realistic models [61], which would
typically prefer smaller charged lepton mixing angles λ≈s /3e12 . This suggests that the neutrino
mixing angle θ ν13 is not zero, but has some non-zero value closer to the observed reactor angle.
Such solar sum rules have been studied and refined recently in [161].
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Table 8. The phenomenologically viable linearised sum rules of the form
λ δ= +a a r cos0 (where a r, are the atmospheric and reactor angle deviations from tri-
bimaximal mixing and δ is the CP violating oscillation phase) arising in the Hernandez–
Smirnov framework for finite von Dyck groups.
G m αT , Si s a0 λ
A4 3 Te, S2 0.012 0 −0.5
3 μT , S2 0.012 0 −0.5
3 τT , S2 0.012 0 −0.5
S4 3 Te, S1 −0.024 0 1
4 μT , S2 −0.124 −0.167 −0.408
4 τT , S2 −0.124 0.167 −0.408
A5 5 Te, S2 −0.118 0 1.144
5 Te, S2 −0.079 0 −0.437
5 μT , S2 0.054 0.067 −0.532
5 τT , S2 0.054 −0.067 −0.532
4.2. Mass sum rules
Similar to mixing sum rules, sum rules for the light neutrino mass eigenvalues can drastically
increase the testability of neutrino flavour models. Mass sum rules have already been used
implicitly (i.e. without writing them down as such) several years ago (see, e.g., [135, 162, 163]),
but the term mass sum rule—in contrast to mixing sum rules—was only coined later on
[164–166]. The first systematic study of a few sum rules has been provided in [167], followed
by [168] in which the four types of sum rules which appear in the literature have been classified.
Finally, the most complete study up to now, covering 12 different sum rules derived from more
than 50 known models has been provided in 2013 [169].
Indeed, when scanning through the literature available, it turns out that all known sum
rules (or, at least, all that we are aware of) derived from concrete models have one of the
following structures [168]:
χ ξ
χ ξ
χ ξ
χ ξ
˜ + ˜ = ˜
˜
+
˜
=
˜
˜ + ˜ = ˜
˜
+
˜
=
˜
A m m m
B
m m m
C m m m
D
m m m
) ,
)
1
,
) ,
)
1
, (159)
2 3 1
2 3 1
2 3 1
2 3 1
where χ and ξ are model-specific complex parameters and m˜i are the complex neutrino mass
eigenvalues. This form is not surprising, when taking into account how sum rules arise. In
general, if the light neutrino mass matrix νmLL consists of a product of matrices and is
proportional to a power n of some (inverse) mass matrix M, where M involves the two decisive
flavon couplings and all other matrices in the product only consist of numbers (up to an overall
scale), then the power p in the sum rule will be given by n1/ , ∝ ⇒ =νm M pLL n n
1 [169]. Thus,
sum rules of type A can be expected to appear in models where the neutrino mass matrix νmLL is
generated by a dimension-five Weinberg operator [7] or by a left-handed type II seesaw matrix
ML [12, 170]. Similarly, type B sum rules arise in case the right-handed neutrino mass matrix MR
in a type I seesaw [8–11, 99, 171] or scotogenic [22] framework or the fermion-triplet mass
matrix ΣM in a type III seesaw framework [16, 172] are the decisive matrices. Finally, type C
sum rules result from the Dirac neutrino mass matrix mD in type I seesaw or from the scotogenic
Dirac Yukawa coupling matrix νh , and the only known case of a model leading to a type D sum
rule uses the matrix MRS mixing the right-handed neutrinos with the additional singlet neutrinos
in a setting based on the inverse seesaw mechanism [18, 173].
This classification has been generalised in [169], where it was shown that the most general
neutrino mass sum rule of a power p looks like:
˜ + ˜ + ˜ =χ χ χA m e A m e A m e 0, (160)p i p i p i1 1 2 2 3 31 2 3
with >A 0k , since any possible phase of the complex coefficients is pulled into the factors χei k.
Using ˜ = ϕm m ek k i k (where ⩾m 0k and ϕk are Majorana phases) and defining ≡B A A/k k 1 as well
as Δχ χ χ≡ −
k k1 1
and α ϕ ϕ≡ −k k1 1, any sum rule defines a set of parameters,
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Δχ Δχ+ + = ⇒α Δχ α Δχ( ) ( ) ( )m B m e e B m e e p B B0 , , , , , (161)p i p i i p i1 2 2 3 3 2 3 21 3121 21 31 31
which can be used to classify any neutrino mass sum rule. Note that, since equation (160) is a
complex equation, any sum rule will lead to two conditions constraining the absolute neutrino
mass scale and one of the physical Majorana phases α31,21. These conditions will then constrain
the general effective neutrino mass mee, as measured in experiments on neutrinoless double beta
decay ( νββ0 ), whose general formula is in the PDG parametrisation given by [1]:
= + +α α δ−m m c c m s c e m s e . (162)( )ee i iPDG 1 12
2
13
2
2 12
2
13
2
3 13
2 221 31
The make things more concrete, it is useful to use the geometrical interpretation of the
effective mass [174] and of sum rules [167–169]. To be concrete, we illustrate the procedure for
two sum rules that appear in realistic models, the first rule being based on an A4 [167], S4
[163, 175], or A5 [176, 177] symmetries and the second one arising from A4 [167, 178–181], A5
[69], S4 [163, 182], or Δ( )54 [183] groups:
+ = ˜ + ˜ = ˜˜ ˜ ˜ m m mrule 1: , rule 2: . (163)m m m
1 1 1
1 2 3
1 2 3
In terms of our general parameters Δχ Δχ( )p B B, , , ,2 3 21 31 , equation (161), these sum rules read:
π π−( ) ( )rule 1: 1, 1, 1, 0, , rule 2: 1, 1, 1, 0, . (164)
The decisive question from a phenomenological point of view is how these sum rules
restrict the effective mass mee . To do this, it is helpful to recall that the effective mass parameter
mee , as written explicitly in equation (162), can be thought of as the absolute value of a vector
resulting from the sum of three individual ones, by simply interpreting the complex numbers
involved as vectors. This is illustrated in figure 5. Similarly, the two sum rules in equation (163)
can be thought of as sums of 2-dimensional vectors, figure 6. However, the difference is that the
geometrical pictures of sum rules will always be triangles, due to the right-hand sides of
equation (163) being zero. This simple geometrical interpretation of sum rules was first
proposed in [167], and then further elaborated on in [168, 169].
The restrictions imposed by our example sum rules on mee are displayed in the left panel
of figure 7. In this plot, we can first of all see the general allowed regions for the effective mass
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Figure 5. Geometrical illustration of the effective mass mee as sum of three
two-dimensional vectors.
if all known neutrino oscillation parameters are set to their best-fit values (dark blue: NO, dark
yellow: IO) or varied within their σ3 ranges (blue: NO, yellow: IO). In the former case, the
thickness of the bands entirely comes from the variation of the Majorana phase α21 and the
combination α δ−( )231 of the second Majorana phase and of the Dirac CP phase, equation
(162)14. When taking into account the sum rules from equation (163), this general allowed
region is restricted further. Explicitly, the conditions imposed by the real and imaginary parts of
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Figure 6. Geometrical illustrations of the two example sum rules.
Figure 7. Left panel: Restrictions imposed on the allowed regions of mee by two
example sum rules (Rule 1: ˜ + ˜ = ˜− − −m m m1 1 2 1 3 1, Rule 2: ˜ + ˜ = ˜m m m1 2 3). The GERDA
regions are displayed as examples for realistic experimentally accessible ranges. (Plot
similar to figure 1 in [169].) Right panel: Derived ranges for the mee from 12 different
sum rules, covering more than 50 models in the literature. (Plot similar to figure 20 in
[169].)
14 Note that, typically, the second phase α δ−( )231 is redefined to a new ‘Majorana’ phase α˜31 [174, 184].
However, as was pointed out in [169], this would simultaneously lead to a redefinition of the sum rule under
consideration, which makes this step redundant when dealing with sum rules.
the two rules read:
α α α α
α α α α
+ = − = −
+ = =
m m m
i
m
i
m
m m m im im
rule 1:
1 cos cos
&
sin sin
,
rule 2: cos cos & sin sin . (165)
1
21
2
31
3
21
2
31
3
1 2 21 3 31 2 21 3 31
Applying these conditions leads to strong restrictions on mee , as can again be seen from the left
panel of figure 7: the red region results from the restrictions imposed by rule 1 and the purple
region results from rule 2. As can be seen, both restricted regions stay within the general
regions, as they should. Furthermore, both rules allow for both mass orderings. Nevertheless,
they impose severe restrictions on the allowed parameter space and, in particular, they restrict
the lightest neutrino mass to be bound from below. As an example, the limit (expected
sensitivities) for phase I (phases II and III) of the GERDA experiment are indicated by the green
lines, where the distance between each pair of horizontal lines reflects the intrinsic nuclear
physics uncertainties.
Trying to obtain an analytical understanding, e.g., the border of validity rule 2 for NO
(where < <m m m1 2 3) can be found using the triangle inequality [167],
+ >α αm m e m ei i1 2 321 31 . Equating both sides and using Δ Δ≪m msol2 atm2 , it is easy to show
that Δ≈ ≃m m /3 0.03lowerNO atm2 eV, in agreement with the plots (note that the decisive point is
the ‘edge’ where the purple region exits the blue curve, as this is the cutoff for the NO part of
the rule). Inserting the resulting condition, Δ≃ ≃m m m2 2 /31,2 3 atm2 , into the conditions in
equation (165), they imply that α ≈ 021,31 . This yields Δ≳ −( )m m s/3 1 3ee atm2 132 , which
indeed corresponds to the lower bound of the NO region. Many more details and extensive
analytical considerations can be found in [169].
The most extensive collection available of the restrictions on mee by known neutrino mass
sum rules is depicted on the right panel of figure 7. This plot covers 12 sum rules that are
derived from more than 50 known models from the literature, table 9, which are based on
different flavour symmetries and neutrino mass mechanisms. The figure clearly shows the
potential added by sum rules, in particular if external information is added. For example, if by
some complementary experiment (different from νββ0 ) we would know that the light neutrino
mass ordering was inverted, we could immediately exclude five rules completely (rules 2, 3, 10,
11, and 12 in the right panel of figure 7) and five other rules (1, 6–9) would only be narrowed
down to their IO (yellow) regions. Then, despite the intrinsic uncertainties imposed by the
unknown nuclear matrix elements, all of the remaining rules (1, 4–9) could then be tested with
the next (or next-to-next) generation of νββ0 experiments, such as GERDA phase III
[185–187].
This discussion illustrates an important observation: with a bit of luck, we could within the
next few years considerably increase our knowledge on the neutrino mass and flavour sectors.
This would enable us to probe a big bunch of models and maybe even to select a few prime
candidate models that are closest to observations. In the next section, we will discuss these
possibilities.
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4.3. With a bit of luck, we could also measure within the coming years...
We would to conclude this section by pointing out some possibilities for measurements that
could realistically be done in the near future—at least if nature is kind to us. Currently, it seems
that we will sooner or later determine the light neutrino mass ordering, but also a determination
of the θ23 octant (in case the true value of θ23 is non-maximal) and even of the Dirac CP phase δ
(at least for a fortunate value) could in principle occur. Thus, with a bit of luck, it may even be
that we have a complete picture of neutrino oscillation physics within roughly a decade
from now, which would certainly have a big impact on model distinction. Furthermore, we
could realistically know within a few years from now whether light (eV scale) sterile neutrinos
do exist or not, and a positive detection would need to be reflected by model-building
considerations.
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Table 9. Sample of sum rules found in the literature, as presented in [169]. Sum rules
grouped together give identical predictions. References in parantheses ( )... do not give
the sum rules explicitly.
Sum Rule Group
Seesaw
Type Matrix
˜ + ˜ = ˜m m m1 2 3 A4[167]([175, 178–181]); S4([182]); A5[69]a Weinberg νmLL
˜ + ˜ = ˜m m m1 2 3 Δ( )54 [183]; S4([163]) Type II ML
˜ + ˜ = ˜m m m21 2 3 S4[120] Type II ML
˜ + ˜ = ˜m m m2 2 3 1 A4[165, 167]
([36, 37, 188–194, , , , , , , 178–181])
Weinberg νmLL
S4([45, 124])
b; ′T [195, 196]
([46, 134, 197, 198]); T7([199])
˜ + ˜ = ˜m m m2 2 3 1 A4([200]) Type II ML
˜ + ˜ = ˜m m m21 2 3 S4[201]c Diracc mD
˜ + ˜ = ˜m m m21 2 3 − −μ τL L Le ([202]) Type II ML
˜ + ˜ = ˜+ −m m m1 3 12 3
3 1
2 2
′A5([203]) Weinberg
νmLL
˜ + ˜ = ˜− − −m m m1 1 2 1 3 1 A4[167]; S4([163, 175]); A5[176, 177] Type I MR
˜ + ˜ = ˜− − −m m m1 1 2 1 3 1 S4([163]) Type III ΣM
˜ + ˜ = ˜− − −m m m2 2 1 3 1 1 1 A4[135, 164, 165, 167, 204]
([37, 137, 145, 205–211]); ′T [196]
Type I MR
˜ + ˜ = ˜− − −m m m21 1 3 1 2 1 A4([212–214]); ′T [215] Type I MR
˜ ± ˜ = ˜− − −m im m23 1 2 1 1 1 Δ( )96 [66] Type I MR
˜ − ˜ = ˜m m m211/2 31/2 21/2 A4([162]) Type I mD
˜ + ˜ = ˜m m m211/2 31/2 21/2 A4([216]) Scotogenic νh
˜ + ˜ = ˜− − −m m m21 1/2 2 1/2 3 1/2 S4[217] Inverse MRS
a Sum rule only used as a consistency relation.
b In [124] the Majorana phases were predicted so that the restriction by that concrete model is stronger than the sum
rule only.
c Even though this reference predicts a Dirac sum rule.
4.3.1. The neutrino mass squared ordering. The mass ordering among the different
generations is a piece of information that we know for all known fermions except for
neutrinos15. Thus, it would be a very valuable handle to probe models that forbid one of the two
orderings. The question of whether light neutrino squared masses obey normal ordering (NO) or
inverted ordering (IO) essentially means that we would like to know the sign of the atmospheric
mass square difference, due to Δ Δ≃ ≡ −m m m matm2 312 32 12.
The conventional method to determine the sign is to make use of matter effects in neutrino
oscillations for long enough baselines, i.e. ideally more than 1000 km. Indeed, by expanding the
oscillation probabilities in the small parameter α Δ Δ≡ m m/212 312 , the oscillation probability
from muon to electron neutrinos is (for the case of a constant matter potenrial V) to α( ) given
by [218]:
ν ν
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Δ Δ
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where Δ Δ≡ ( )m L E/ 4312 and Δ≡ ( )A VL / 2 , where L is the baseline of the experiment, and E is
the energy of the neutrino, such that Δ Δ= ( )( ) msign sign 312 . When using antineutrinos instead,
the corresponding probability can be determined by ν ν ν ν¯ → ¯ = →μ μ δ δ→− →−( ) ( )P Pe e V V, . It is
visible that the third term in equation (166) is the only one sensitive to Δ( )sign , but the same
difference could be mimicked by a transformation of the CP phase, δ π δ→ −2 . However,
when comparing neutrinos ( >A 0) with antineutrinos ( <A 0), then this degeneracy is lifted.
Experimental approaches to the determination of the mass ordering include, e.g. the use of
wide band super beam [219, 220]. Alternatively, one could try to resolve the atmospheric
resonance with liquid argon detectors [221] or iron calorimeters [222, 223]. By studying several
oscillation peaks one could also have a chance to determine the mass ordering with shorter
baselines [224]. Furthermore, several astrophysical probes are possible: one could get some
information by studying the CMB polarisation in combination with the 21 cm line [225], by
combining the information from CMB measurements with a limit or a signal from neutrinoless
double beta decay [226], or by a precision upgrade of the IceCube experiment called PINGU
[227].
With many experiments on the way, it is probably a fair statement that we will be able to
determine the neutrino mass ordering within a few years. However, it is remarkable that, if θ23 is
in the right octant, PINGU alone could probe the whole parameter space by 2020; furthermore,
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15 For the neutrinos this is often referred to as the ‘neutrino mass hierarchy’ or ‘hierarchy,’ but such a
nomenclature is imprecise. We would advocate the use of the terminology ‘neutrino mass squared ordering,’ that is
independent of the question of whether the neutrino masses are hierarchical or quasi-degenerate.
when combining it with complementary data, we can be practically certain to know the mass
ordering by then [227].
4.3.2. The octant of θ23. Other information that will be valuable for model distinction is about
the octant of θ23, i.e. although we know that θ π≈ /423 we could ask whether it is in fact smaller
or larger than π /4. Reparametrising θ π ϵ= +/423 , it is easy to see that θsin (2 )23 (and thus the
second and third lines in equation (166)) are sensitive to ϵsign( ) already at ϵ( ) , while θsin 23 is
not. Interestingly, the decisive terms in equation (166) also depend on s13, and thus they could
be larger than previously expected now that θ13 has been measured to be relatively large
[50, 53, 228–230].
Two of the main experiments that could be useful in this respect are T2K and νNO A. T2K
[231] uses a muon beam line from the J-PARC accelerator facility in Japan, which also contains
a near detector complex in a distance of 280 m to the neutrino production target. As far detector,
the Super-Kamiokande water Čerenkov detector in a distance of 295 km is used. The far
detector is slightly of f-axis compared to the neutrino beam, in order to increase the sensitiviy on
θ23 [232]. νNO A [233], in turn, uses the NuMI νμ beam from Fermilab, again of f-axis, along
with a 300 t liquid scintillator near detector and a similar far detector at a distance of 810 km
[234]. Both experiments are running and T2K has already delivered important results (including
a 7.3σ discovery of a non-zero mixing angle θ13 [50]). νNO A, in turn, is expected to yield first
results in 2014.
In what regards the octant of θ23, the current T2K results still allow for a maximal angle
[232]. Indeed, even for deviations as large as ϵ ≈ 0.1, both experiments alone will presumably
not be able to resolve the octant alone [235]. However, when combined with reactor data, as
will be done in practice, we are very likely to determine the sign of εand by this the true octant
with a good precision in the future [235, 236].
4.3.3. The dirac CP phase δ. Finally, even the Dirac CP phase δ could be constrained or even
measured in the near future, at least in case it has fortunate values. Indeed, already the newest
T2K results [50] favour δ around π = °3 /2 270 and can exclude part of the parameter space of δ,
at least when combined with data from reactor experiments. The regions reported are
π π π π π⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ [ ] [ ]( )0.19 , 0.80 0, 1.03 and 1.96 , 2 for NO (IO), excluded at 90% C.L. in both cases.
However, this exclusion is still relatively mild. Formulated in a positive way, if the CP phase δ
is close to π = °3 /2 270 then an increased amount of data could actually yield a measurement at
some point. After the successful measurement of θ13, the design of T2K that had been initially
aimed at measuring an angle θ13 close to zero can be changed to increase the chances for
measuring δ [236]. Furthermore, a boost could be expected if Super-Kamikande was upgraded
to Hyper-Kamiokande [237].
4.3.4. Light sterile neutrinos. Even though we have not yet mentioned them very prominently,
light sterile neutrinos have attracted the attention of the field in the last few years because of
both, keV sterile neutrinos being candidates for warm dark matter [238–246]16 and eV sterile
neutrinos being indicated by several experiments [249]. A concise review of the latter topic has
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16 See [247, 248] for some more details on the minimal setting, the so-called νMSM.
been provided recently [250], which we will partially follow here to briefly outline the current
state and possible future developments.
Several years ago, the LSND accelerator neutrino experiment [251] observed a clear
excess of appearance in the ν ν¯ → ¯μ e channel [252]. While at that time LSND may have been
viewed as outlier [253, 254], in particular because the (similar) KARMEN experiment could not
observe any excess [255, 256], it later turned out that the dedicated test experiment MiniBooNE
unexpectedly confirmed the LSND claim instead of refuting it [257]. It even added an additional
excess in the ν ν→μ e channel. Due to 3-flavour effects from θ ≠ 013 not playing a very
prominent role for high neutrino energies, a big part of the corresponding parameter space could
be tested by the ICARUS experiment [258], but even when putting all the information together,
a region around Δ θ ∼ · −( ) ( )( )m , sin 2 0.5eV , 5 102 2 2 3 survived [250].
On the reactor neutrino side, refined calculations of the spectrum of antineutrinos emitted
by nuclear power reactors have resulted in an expectation for the flux that is more than 3%
higher than what is observed [259, 260]. This suggests event rates that should be about 6%
higher than expected and thus, if taken seriously, translates into the observation of a clear deficit
( σ>3 ) of electron-antineutrinos in experiments with very short baselines (at about 100 m
distance from the reactor core or closer) [250]. This observation is by now known as the so-
called reactor anomaly. If physical, this deficit seems hard to explain in terms of anything else
than oscillation into sterile neutrinos, since other possibilities such as decays or decoherence
would also significantly affect the spectrum farther away from the reactor (which is not
observed), although more exotic alternative interpretations are not excluded. However, the
calculations of the spectrum suffer from unknown β decay branches, which are regarded as free
parameters and fitted to the overall spectrum measured by the old ILL-experiment [261–263].
Thus, a systematical error in that measurement can, after all, not be fully excluded. However,
also in the old SAGE [264] and GALLEX/GNO [265] experiments, an unrelated deficit
(‘gallium anomaly’) has been observed [266] at a significance of about σ3 [267]. Putting the
reactor data together, one obtains a favoured region around Δ θ ∼( ) ( )( )m , sin 2 1eV , 0.172 2 2
[250].
Test experiments [268–271] (in particular NUCIFER [272], which will be operated at a
distance of only about 10 m from the reactor core) will be able to resolve the situation.
However, it should be noted that already there is a good agreement between the data available if
the appearance results by LSND and MiniBooNE, which after all are similar and could thus
suffer from the same systematics, are discarded. If the hints persist, then there will be a demand
from the model-building side not only to explain the active neutrino mixing pattern but also to
give an explanation for active-sterile mixing.
5. Outlook
All the solid experimental progress since 1998 supports the three active neutrino paradigm, as
described by the lepton mixing matrix involving three measured mixing angles. The outlook for
the active neutrino sector lies in the experimental measurements of the CP phases, mass squared
ordering, absolute neutrino mass scale, and its nature (Dirac or Majorana), together with the
quest for ever higher precision of the measured mixing angles. The main motivation for
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pursuing the answers to these experimental questions lies in the dream of a unified theory,
which also provides a robust theory of flavour.
Where do we stand in this quest and what is the outlook? We have reviewed the successes,
challenges, and methods used in contemporary flavour model building based on discrete family
symmetries. It is noteworthy that there are so many different approaches, and the measurement
of the reactor angle has only served to rule out certain cherished models, such as those with tri-
bimaximal mixing, without pointing the way to a unique solution to the flavour problem.
Authors of such cherished models may be disappointed, even despondent, but others take heart
from the knowledge that nature knows best and that a future theory of flavour must be out there,
and by knowing the reactor angle we are one step closer to it.
So, what are the directions for flavour model building following the measurement of the
reactor angle? In the direct approach, one is driven to very large groups such as Δ( )n6 2 for large
values of n in order to ‘predict’ the reactor angle. For some people these groups are getting too
large, so many others prefer the semidirect approach where only a subgroup of the discrete
family symmetry is enshrined in the Klein symmetry, leading to TM1 or TM2 mixing, for
example, where the reactor angle is not predicted, only atmospheric sum rules. Or maybe
charged lepton corrections play a role, either with the Klein symmetry preserved leading to
solar rules or in conjunction with semidirect models?
In keeping with Einsteinʼs remark ‘subtle is the Lord,’ perhaps discrete symmetries are not
realised directly but indirectly? In this case, rather small, discrete groups can lead to neutrino
mass matrices whose Klein symmetry does not correspond to a subgroup of the family
symmetry. This can occur via ‘simple’ vacuum alignments, such as ( )1, 4, 2 , whose origin lies
in orthogonality arguments rather than looking for preserved subgroups. By combining vacuum
alignments such as ( )1, 4, 2 and ( )0, 1, 1 using the seesaw mechanism with sequential
dominance, we are led to enough complexity to account for all the measured mixing angles so
far. Such a model may be extended to include quark mixing, in particular an explanation of the
Cabibbo angle as being θ ≈ 1/4C , leading to the tetra-model based on a Pati-Salam type partial
unification [132].
The outlook in dealing with the flavour problem lies in refining such models, striving for a
degree of theoretical elegance and unification that would make such a model a leading
candidate for a unified theory of flavour. Perhaps new ideas are required, possibly related to
string theory, or perhaps all the ingredients are already lying around and need to be just put
together in the right way. The answer to the remaining experimental questions, together with
increased precision of the measured leptonic mixing angles, will provide the guiding light to the
path towards a unified theory of flavour. However, according to ‘anarchy’ a theory of flavour
does not exist, so perhaps such a quest will be fruitless? One thing is certain: those that do not
seek such a theory have no hope of finding it if it does exist. In this respect the ‘anarchists,’ or
‘anarchy sympathisers,’ have already given up and can never succeed. Those driven by dreams
of symmetry will continue to believe that finite symmetries may play a part in resolving the
flavour problem, in particular aspects related to the ‘large’ mixing angles such as the
atmospheric, solar, and reactor angles, as well as the Cabibbo angle. The ‘small’ quark mixing
angles associated with the CKM elementsVub andVcb, and quark CP violation, do not seem to be
so readily explainable in terms of finite symmetries and could result from higher order
corrections, for example. It is entirely possible that leptonic CP violation, on the other hand,
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could be a manifestation of an underlying discrete family symmetry, making the experimental
pursuit of the neutrino oscillation phase even more important. Perhaps leptonic CP violation is
the reason for matter-antimatter asymmetry, which would then link the underlying family
symmetry to our very existence.
We could ask the question: apart from the flavour problem, which possible future
directions could exist for the field? Two directions which could be identified are the possible
connection between neutrinos and dark matter and the field of light sterile neutrinos in general,
where by ‘light’ we mean with a mass of order eV–keV. However we emphasise that the
evidence for light sterile neutrinos is inconclusive at the present time, with several experimental
hints all pointing in different directions. Starting with the latter, the challenge for model
building would be to explain either tiny (for keV neutrinos, i.e. smaller than about θ ∼ −10 5 for
a mass of =M 51 keV in order to avoid the X-ray bound [273–278, 278–285]) or sizable (for eV
neutrinos, i.e. about ( )0.1 in order to match the experimental indications, section 4.3.4) active-
sterile mixing, along with a mechanism to motivate the smallness of the sterile neutrino masses,
which would certainly add new aspects to the field. First approaches already exist, and a review
of many of these ideas has been provided in [286]. Indeed, there are some models that attempt
to explain both the mass and mixing patterns of sterile neutrinos purely by flavour symmetries.
Known examples involve − −μ τL L Le [202, 287] symmetry17 and Q6 [288]. Typically, these
symmetries are used to predict zero active-sterile mixing with a sterile neutrino generation that
is at the same time forced to be massless. As soon as the symmetries are broken, both
consequences are alleviated and a small but non-zero mass and mixing are generated.
Alternatively, one can separate the mechanism to generate the light neutrino mass scale from the
generation of the mixing pattern and use the flavour symmetry exclusively to explain active-
sterile mixing. These settings are clearly more versatile, and, correspondingly, more proposals
have been made. Known examples of this category include models based on ×A Z4 3 [289, 290]
(which use the Froggatt–Nielsen mechanism [291] to explain the light sterile neutrino mass
scale [292]), on A4 [293] using the split seesaw mechanism [294], and on A4 [290, 295] using
the extended seesaw mechanism [295, 296]. A discussion of many more possibilities to explain
a light sterile neutrino mass scale is contained in [286]. Note that mixed settings are also
particularly wellsuited to generate relatively large, (0.1) , active-sterile mixing as required for
eV sterile neutrinos, due to the generic power of discrete symmetries in this respect.
More generally, we have some theoretical indications that seem to suggest a connection
between dark matter and neutrinos. Apart from the obvious connection in terms of keV sterile
neutrino dark matter, there exist several models or mechanisms which generate a light neutrino
mass scale and intrinsically involve dark matter candidate particles. This statement is
particularly true for settings where the light neutrino mass is generated at loop-level. A nice
example is provided by the so-called ‘scotogenic’ model [22], where light neutrinos receive a
mass only at 1-loop level with the loop involving the dark matter particle (either a right-handed
TeV-scale neutrino or an inert Higgs field). In fact, the dark matter particle even considerably
influences the renormalisation group running of the light neutrino parameters [297]. In the
scotogenic model, the fields that are inside the loop are charged under a new parity (an extra Z2
imposed by hand). Hence, the lightest such particle will be stable and thus a potential
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17 While this is typically taken to be a continuous ( )U 1 symmetry, a discretised Z4 version would work equally
well.
dark matter candidate.18 Similar ideas have been developed, for example, in variants of the
Zee–Babu model [298, 299], in the AMEND model [300], or in the Cocktail model [301]. Such
setting could even have detectable phenomenology such as, e.g. an enhanced dark matter
annihilation rate into neutrinos [302]. More generally, the nature of dark matter and the origin of
its stability are so far unknown. In order to explain the latter, some more ideas have been
developed: e.g. in supersymmetric models the dark matter is typically stable due to conserved
R-parity (introduced for a completely different problem, namely to prevent proton to decay). A
‘dark’ parity could also be motivated in GUT frameworks [303, 304]. Recently, the possibility
that the Z2 stabilising the dark matter could originate from the spontaneous breaking of a flavour
symmetry has been investigated [183, 305, 306]. For instance in [305], A4 was taken to be the
flavour symmetry group and a scalar A4-triplet η η η η= ( ), ,1 2 3 that obtains a VEV in the A4
direction η ∼ ( )1, 0, 0 breaks A4 spontaneously to a Z2 symmetry, under which η1 is even
while η
2,3
are odd and thus the lightest of them is a potential dark matter candidate. Another
interesting possibility to stabilise the dark matter with a flavour symmetry is by an ‘accidental’
embedding of the flavour group in its double cover, like in [215] where ′T , the double cover of
A4, has been used. Alternatively, the dark matter could be part of a non-trivial representation of
the flavour symmetry and thus be stabilised by a more general structure than Z2 [307]. For a
review of different stabilisation mechanisms see for instance [308]. In [309] the dark matter
candidate is not stable and decay operators of dimension smaller than 6 are forbidden thanks to
the family symmetry. In this case the dark matter candidate lifetime is at least s1026 in agreement
with cosmological requirements.
As can be seen in these few examples, the field of discrete flavour symmetries could have
many more interesting applications than ‘just’ the light neutrino flavour sector. In the near
future, experiments will hopefully guide us towards the next challenges in this versatile and
interesting field.
6. Summary and conclusion
With the measurement of the reactor angle we have entered the era of experimental precision in
the lepton mixing, rather like in the quark sector but still of course far behind it. Recall that the
quark CP phase δq is known to be about °70 to an accuracy of a few degrees, while in the lepton
sector the CP phase δ l is unknown, although at the time of writing there are some hints that it
could be around 270° (or − °90 )—but it is also consistent with zero at one sigma. It is
unfortunate that lepton precision is so far behind quark precision, since the leptonic CP
violation may turn out to be more fundamental than that in the quark sector. The reason we say
this is that leptonic CP violation is proportional to the reactor angle θ l13, whereas quark CP
violation is proportional to a much smaller angle θ q13. While we have seen examples of models
that can account for the reactor angle as a result of a discrete family symmetry, it is much more
difficult to account for very small angles such as θ q13 from such an approach. Therefore, leptonic
CP violation may be related to a discrete family symmetry, while quark CP violation is almost
certainly not. On top of that, leptonic CP violation may be entirely responsible for matter-
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18 Note that dark matter can be either stable or decaying with a lifetime much longer as the age of the universe.
antimatter asymmetry via leptogenesis, while quark CP violation in the SM is much too small to
account for the origin of matter for a similar reason (quark mixing angles being too small).
Despite the great experimental successes of measuring all the leptonic mixing angles and the
magnitudes of neutrino mass squared differences, on the theoretical side we still do not have a
final agreed picture for the origin of these parameters. In addition, the origin of charged fermion
mass hierarchies is unknown, as is quark mixing. Also, the origin of light neutrino masses is
another big mystery in theoretical physics: we do not even know if neutrinos have Dirac or
Majorana nature and what is the mechanism responsible for the light masses of neutrinos. While
charged fermion mass hierarchies could arise from an Abelian Froggatt–Nielsen symmetry, or a
discrete Abelian group, it seems that fermion mixing can be better understood by means of non-
Abelian symmetries. The motivation is that non-Abelian groups admit irreducible representa-
tions of dimensions higher than one (for example dimension three) that can lead to large mixing.
In particular, first inspired by bimaximal and then tri-bimaximal mixing, discrete non-Abelian
groups have been widely used in literature. We have provided a basic introduction to the
mathematics of discrete groups and the theory of their representations.
While a maximal atmospheric angle ( °45 ) and trimaximal solar angle ( °35.26 ) remain
viable possibilities, the zero reactor angle is ruled out at about ten sigma, with the measured
value around °9 . While this destroyed the theoretical consensus was emerging around tri-
bimaximal mixing, the reactor angle being large, of the same order as the Cabibbo angle, brings
with it fresh opportunities for model building. The present problem is that there are almost too
many possibilities, ranging from anarchy to models which directly explain all the lepton mixing
matrix parameters, and no consensus has yet emerged comparable to that which surrounded tri-
bimaximal mixing prior to the measurement of the reactor angle.
In the face of all the different theoretical possibilities, we have avoided the temptation to
give an exhaustive compendium of all the possible models. Instead we found it more useful to
discuss the general classification of different types of approaches and models, together with a
few concrete examples. We started by considering the use of flavons versus multi-Higgs in
family symmetry models. The two classes of models have very different phenomenologies that
can eventually give us the possibility to distinguish experimentally between them. Another
important argument that can be used to classify different models is by studying the breaking
pattern of the family symmetry group. We can have direct or indirect approaches. While in the
first case, different subgroups of the family symmetry survive in the neutrino or charged lepton
sectors, in the indirect approach no subgroup of the family symmetry survives in either sector
but predictions can arise from a ‘memory’ of the family symmetry engraved into the vacuum
alignments of the flavons.
It is well appreciated that, with the measurement of the reactor angle, it becomes possible
to determine experimentally the Dirac CP violating phase much more easily. This motivates the
possibility of predicting the leptonic CP phases in discrete family symmetry models, since such
predictions will be tested relatively soon. We have reviewed the recent progress in this
direction. We have also discussed the possibility to combine discrete family symmetries with
GUT frameworks, and have presented an example of this.
We have reviewed the possibility to distinguish flavor symmetry models in experiments.
For example, we have discussed the atmospheric and solar mixing sum rules, where for instance
the atmospheric angle is a function of the Dirac CP phase and the reactor angle. Such sum rules
can be tested in future neutrino experiments which are capable of accurately measuring the
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Dirac CP violating oscillation phase δ l. Such future experiments may be divided into three
categories: Superbeams, Betabeams, and (Low Energy) Neutrino Factory, all at different stages
of design and with different possible locations and funding profiles. The most advanced
proposal in all respects seems to be Hyper-Kamiokande Superbeam proposal, but time will tell.
In a similar way, mass sum rules are also possible, and we have reviewed both the origin of
such sum rules and their prospects for being tested in neutrinoless double beta decay
experiments. Such experiments are vital for telling us the scale and nature of neutrino mass, and
absolutely essential if we are to understand the origin of neutrino mass.
Perhaps the three active neutrino paradigm is not the whole story. Having introduced
‘heavy’ sterile neutrinos for the seesaw mechanism, the possibility remains that some of these
sterile neutrinos might be very light, of order eV–keV mass for example, in which case they
may be referred to as ‘light’ sterile neutrinos, leading to observable effects in short-baseline
neutrino oscillation experiments. As a matter of terminology, ‘heavy’ sterile neutrinos as used
in the seesaw mechanism are often called simply ‘right-handed neutrinos,’ while ‘light’ sterile
neutrinos are often called simply ‘sterile neutrinos’ for short. While there is no conclusive
evidence for such ‘sterile neutrinos,’ there remain fragments of evidence from different
experiments (albeit pointing in different directions), and a future experimental programme is on
the table to settle the issue. Neutrino physics has never failed to surprise theorists, so keeping
one eye on the possibility of sterile neutrinos seems a prudent strategy.
For the general reader, we remark that while neutrinos do not seem important in our
everyday lives (although in the future they could find applications, e.g., in geophysics or reactor
physics) they are highly important cosmologically, with possible relevance for dark matter, the
matter-antimatter asymmetry, inflation, and even dark energy. Although we have not focussed
on such issues in this review, it is worth mentioning that the lightest fermions may be the most
important ones cosmologically.
In this review we have focussed on the role of discrete symmetries, which may play a role
in understanding neutrino mass and especially leptonic mixing. We have seen that the existence
of large mixing angles motivates theories based on discrete non-Abelian family symmetries.
Ironically, large mixing angles simultaneously motivate the idea of anarchy, where there is no
underlying theory. The ghost of Einsteinʼs question of quantum mechanics returns to haunt us
in the present day as: does God play dice with the lepton mixing angles? If so, then why not also
with the quark mixing angles? If the reactor angle were very small, it could have been explained
by a discrete symmetry, whereas it would not have fitted very well with anarchy. Anarchists
have claimed that the discovery of a large reactor angle of similar magnitude to the Cabibbo
angle could be circumstantial evidence for anarchy. Anarchists further claim that they expected
a large reactor angle before it was measured. On the other hand, model builders counter that
large angles can also be explained by discrete symmetries. Model builders also point out that
some approaches such as sequential dominance have long predicted a reactor angle of order
m m/2 3 [103]. However, such predictions were neglected in the premature euphoria that
surrounded tri-bimaximal mixing.
In the light of the reactor angle measurement, such approaches have been revisited and
refined (for example, CSD4), and many new symmetry approaches have been developed, to
account for the measured reactor angle and also at the same time to predict the so far
unmeasured CP violating phase. It remains an exciting prospect that the large lepton mixing
angles could arise from an underlying theory of flavour based on discrete symmetry, where such
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a theory could be extended to the quark sector, perhaps in the framework of a GUT. In such
frameworks, large mixing angles, including also the reactor angle and the Cabibbo angle, are
the key that could unlock the whole theory of flavour. This point of view is the polar opposite of
the view of ‘anarchists’ who argue that large mixing angles indicate that we should give up on
the problem of flavour. What are we to make of such diametrically opposing claims, and what is
the way forward?
In order to resolve this question, in our view we must continue to construct theories of
flavour that are capable of giving accurate predictions of lepton mixing matrix parameters that
can be confronted with ever more precise experimental data, in the hope that a leading candidate
theory of flavour that explains everything will eventually emerge. In any case, it is clear that
flavour model building will remain an active area of research in the future, where such an
activity both complements and motivates the high-precision neutrino experimental programme.
We hope that this review article, which spans the spectrum of mathematics, model building, and
experiment, may serve to inspire the next generation of younger researchers in the quest for a
robust theory of flavour and unification.
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